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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE
Agenda for Meeting of February 8, 2010
3:15 P.M. Seminar Room, Towers Center
CALL TO ORDER
APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Minutes of the January 25, 2010 meeting
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Call for
Comments
Comments
Comments

Press Identification
from Provost Gibson
from Faculty Chair, Jesse Swan
from Chair Wurtz

CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING

1024/924

Resolution Regarding Funding of Auxiliary Enterprise
Operations at UNI - Hans Isakson

1027/925

Category 3A Review - Fine Arts - Liberal Arts Core
Committee

1028/926

Inclusion of 200:030 Dynamics of Human Development to
Category 5B of the LAC - Liberal Arts Core Committee

1029/927

Faculty Workload - Jerry Smith

1030/928

Proposal to join the Coalition on Intercollegiate
Athletics - Jerry Smith (http://coia.comm.psu/aboutcoia.htm
~Membership Info~Top 10 Reasons to Join COlA)

NEW BUSINESS
ONGOING BUSINESS
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS

919

Emeritus Status Request, Larry Hensley, Department of HPELS,
effective 12/09

920

Emeritus Status Request, Dennis Kettner, Department of Teaching,
effective 10/09

921

Emeritus Status Request, John Smith, Department of Educational
Psychology & Foundations, effective 12/09

922

Curriculum Standards - Jerry Smith

923

Proposal and Agenda for Reinstatement of University writing
Committee - David Grant, Chair

OTHER DISCUSSION
ADJOURNMENT

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE
Calendar Item 1027

Docket Number- - -

Title: Category 3A Review - Fine Arts - Liberal Arts Core
Committee

Standard Motions

- - -1.
- - - 2.

Place at head of docket, out of regular order.

- - - 3.

Docket because of special circumstances for ------------

Docket in regular order.

and notify sender(s).

---------

4.

Refer to (standing committee)

5.

Refer to (administrative officer)

6.

Refer to (ad hoc

7.

Return to petitioner with request for a more specific
proposal.

--------------------------------------------------committee)
------------------------------

- - - 8.

Return to petitioner with request for additional
information and documentation.

- - - 9.

Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket
at this time.

___ 10.

Other procedural disposition ____________________________

NOTES

TO:
Susan Wurtz, Chair of the Faculty Senate
FROM: Siobahn Morgan, LACC Coordinator
DATE: January 19,2010
RE: Category 3A Review

The Liberal Arts Core Committee is asking that the Faculty Senate accept the
report for the LAC Category 3A - Fine Arts.
Background:
The Category Review of 3A was completed during the 2008 academic year. The report
does include several recommendations which will help in the management, assessment
and strengthening of the category.
A copy of the report is included along with the response of the LAC Committee, which
highlights several significant issues that should be addressed. One part of the report
which is not included are the course syllabi (approximately 100 pages worth) which are
available for review in the LAC Coordinator office, and would be provided to anyone
who requests them.

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
DATE:

University Faculty Senate
Liberal Arts Core Committee
Category 3A (Fine Arts) Review Summary
January 15,2010

The Liberal Arts Core Committee (LACC) discussed and accepted the Category 3A Review Report
during the November 21, 2008 LACC meeting. The following is a summary of the key issues raised by
the Category 3A Review that the LACC would like to bring to the Senate's attention
As with the case of the 3B review, there were concerns about the lack of actions taken in response to the
2001 review. There was also a great deal of confusion caused by the changing structure of the LAC
website which is intended to provide information useful to faculty and staff. The website content should
be re-organized with category specific information brought to a more prominent location. The 3A
Review Committee suggests that information regarding goals should "be stated clearly, easily accessible
online and directed and that it should be outlined for each category and subcategory". The LAC
Committee will work to make the website clearer and of greater use to all.
One item on the LAC website referenced by the Review Committee was the draft "Purposes and Goals"
statement from 2004. Based upon that statement, the 3A Review Committee put forward that courses in
category 3 should achieve the following learning goals:
• Help students to gain awareness of the range and variety ofhuman expression across cultures, art
forms and genres.
• Help students to develop an appreciation and understanding of artistic products and the processes
by which they were created.
• Help students develop critical skills necessary to analyze, understand and evaluate artistic
creations.
The LAC Committee would encourage the faculty teaching the courses in Category 3A to continue to
examine methods for assessing student learning of the above stated goals, and to refine the student
learning goals using results from student assessments.
The 3A Review Committee also makes the suggestion that the following be used for the statement for
syllabi (original statement from the 2004 draft of the LAC Purposes and Goals):
These are human creations that serve expressive or aesthetic purposes. Students should become
aware of their range and variety, across cultures, artistic forms, and genres. They should develop
an appreciation for and understanding of artistic products and the processes by which they are
created. They should be able to analyze and evaluate these creations.
This change will be implemented on the LAC website and provided to instructors for the category.
There arc several recommendations from the Category Review Team that do warrant the attention of
CHF A faculty and administrators and others in the University community. The LACC supports these
recommendations and suggests they be acted on as soon as possible:
o During the review period, the Art department experienced reduced staffing, which impacted their
ability to effectively deliver course content. There were increases in class sizes (approximately
75 students/section) and student activities such as writing assignments, and field trips were

curtailed. During the review period, 70% of sections were taught by non-tenured/non-tenuretrack instructors.
o There is a lack of tenured or tenure-track faculty willing or eager to teach courses with large
class sizes, particularly when there is still the perception that non-major courses in the LAC are
"a waste of time". The reduction of class sizes will help faculty "connect" with their students
and provide greater opportunities for personal interactions, which arc generally not possible in
large lecture sections.
o To quote from the report "Creating faculty lines dedicated solely to the LAC is one idea that
might be considered. Teaching many LAC classes requires a breadth of knowledge and the
ability to reference other fields of study in connection with the content at hand. These skills are
necessary if students arc to establish meaningful connections with disciplines other than the one
they have chosen to study as a major". The LAC Committee would like to strongly endorse this
recommendation.
o Teaching that is "learning-centered" should be investigated in which fine arts instruction is in an
active and collaborative environment. This would require smaller class sizes, and it may not be
possible to implement this in all areas of category 3A. It is further suggested that such a model
could be of benefit to other areas of the LAC and sponsored workshops could help faculty across
the university develop such course models. Such a workshop could also help to recruit talented
faculty into LAC instruction.
The list of recommendations above includes recommendations that mirror many ofthose put forward by
the 2001 Category Review. In addition to the above issues, the following recommendations from 200 I
should also be addressed.
o Information about the category should be made widely available to the faculty in the category,
and they should be encouraged to include at least some direct reference to the goals of the
category in their syllabi and courses, as wc11 as the goals of the entire LAC.
o Instructors who teach different sections of a course should be encouraged to meet periodically to
share pedagogy, maintain some degree of consistency according to the category goals, and to
share ideas for improving the course. Where possible and feasible, coordinators of multi-section
courses should be appointed or elected to help facilitate such meetings.
o Regular assessment of student learning and perceptions should be undertaken, including
assessment after graduation. This will require a careful examination of the student learning goals
as was discussed previously.
The LAC Committee notes that the 3A Review lacks significant contribution from the School of Music
and suggests that there be greater discussions not only between individuals within the departments that
teach in the category but also across departments. The LAC Committee would encourage the formation
of a Category Coordinating Committee (CCC) for category 3 as soon as possible with the goal of
increasing communication across department boundaries.

LIBERAL ART CORE CATEGORY 3A, FINE ARTS
INTRODUCTION
Because of committee changes, changes in the Chair, and other challenges, progress has been
slow regarding the Fine Arts LAC assessment. In the spring of2008, the committee began to
move forward in a positive direction meeting weekly throughout the spring semester with most
members present to provide input.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Ken Baughman, LAC Liaison
Jeffrey Byrd, Art
Cindy Herndon, Dance
Ronald Johnson, Music
Steve Taft, Theatre, Chair
The LAC Fine Arts committee would like to preface its report by noting its concerns regarding
the review process. We believe reviewing the LAC on a regular basis has value. However, we
do have concerns regarding the ultimate use of our findings. It is our understanding that few
changes if any were brought about by 2001 LAC recommendations. We also believe such a
report should be as concise as possible and have attempted to create such a report.
The UNI LAC web site has apparently had some updates since the spring of 2007 and
tern1inology does not always match regarding information requested in the Liberal Arts Core
Category and Review Procedures and information posted on the UNI LAC web site causing
confusion (e.g. Statement of the Category and Subcategory Goals, Outcomes and Competencies
no longer exists as a heading). Adding to the confusion is LAC information posted on the web
site that has not been officially adopted (e.g. un-adopted "Purposes and Goals"). We highly
recommend a complete review of information posted on the LAC web site and of all forms,
terminology and procedures.

A. STATEMENT OF THE CATEGORY AND SUBCATEGORY GOALS, OUTCOMES
AND COMPETENCIES
Fine Arts, Literature, Philosophy and Religion (this is the on-line description entitled
PURPOSE BY CATEGORY)
The .fine arts address that aspect of human life which celebrates the perception of the visual,
audible, and tactile world. The arts open the eyes and ears of students to the beauty of the
natural world as well as to the worlds of imagination created by the genius of the artist. In
painting and sculpture, in ceramics and print-making, in drama, music, theatre, and dance,
the human spirit has sought to manipulate the world of sensation and perception in ways
that invite us to hear and see in a new manner. We look for the sign[ficance ofform, for the
shock of expression, and for the meaning of color and sound. The fine arts also include the
attempts of the artist and the observers of art to discover the meaning of the arts. These
meanings emerge in the history of art, in the critical study of the value of the arts, and
through attention to the revelation of truth to reality specific to art forms.

Literature, while often exhibiting an aesthetic dimension, differs from most other arts in its
focus on communicating about the whole range of human experience through discursive
language. Literature takes manyforms, as, for example, the novel, the epic, the short story,
poetry, and the essay.
Literature opens a window a_[ understanding that uniquely illuminates the human experience
cultural past as well as the present. Comparative world literatures, in particular,
invite the attention o.f the student to varieties o.f human experience that lead to multicultural
insight beyond the range o.lhis or her own cultural/imitations. As in the case o.fthefine
arts, the study of literature is not merely readingfor comprehension. The study o.lliterature
includes its criticism and its hist01y.
(~[the

Philosophy, like literature, explores human experience and the whole human cosmos by
using language to confront the basic questions o.lmeaning and value. Philosophy
approaches person and world reflectively, with an attitude o.f questioning and doubt.
Refusing to takefor granted the received and customary assumptions of any historical
culture, philosophy seeks to .find reasoned answers to persistent and perennial human
concerns. Such questions include, for example, the nature o_fjustice and the good, the
structure a_[ reality, the nature and existence of deity, and the nature of the human self in its
world. While philosophy o.ften attempts to construct a complete system o.f explanation, it is
at the same time a critic o.l all systems-- including its own. Human reason itse(f does not
escape such criticism. Students o.lphilosophy quickly discover that searching out the
questions is as important, perhaps more important, than outlining answers. As a result, the
aims o.f any course in philosophy must center on the insistence that the student think
criticallyfor himse(f or herse(f, becoming aware in the process o.fthe vicissitudes o.fvalue
and meaning in his or her own l(fe.
Religion, as an object of study, resembles philosophy in its focus on the expression of human .
experience and the cosmos, meaning and value. At the same time it resembles literature and
the.fine arts in its use o.llinguistic, visual, audible, and materia/forms, images, dramatic
and narrative sequences, and the like as its means o.l expression. Unlike philosophy, it
.
centers on livingforms o.f belief and expression rather than on the mode of critical
questioning; unlike the arts, its images and enactments primarily arise from and participate
in the traditions and community practices of the people involved rather than from individual
acts of imaginative creation and appreciation. The academic study of religion combines the
critical and historical examination of texts and practices with reflective consideration of the
ideas o.l human being and the world implicit in them. Historical and cross cultural in scope,
it aidr; the student in achieving an informed and reflective perspective on her or his
background and tradition and at the same timefocuses on a key element o.fthe problem of
intercultural understanding.
Study o.l the .fine arts, literature, philosophy and religion are thus essential parts of the
Liberal Arts Core that aims to reflect human wholeness. Each of these disciplines aims to
reveal to the student a range of human experience that presents a view of the world distinct
from, while yet complementary to, the thrust of the natural and social sciences.
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Finally, it should be reemphasized that the fine arts, literature, philosophy and religion aim
to do more than encourage passive reception of knowledge and information. So .far as
possible, students should have opportunities to experience the challenges that confront an
artist who creates an aesthetic object. Students should not only read literary works, but
actively speak and write as apprentice literary critics. Students a_[philosophy, likewise, need
not only acquaintance with the histo1y a_[philosophy but, in addition, an opportunity to
philosophize for themselves. While it is not similarly appropriate for an academic course to
encourage participation in the beliefs and practices of religion, students are invited to
discover.for themselves the applications o_f the materials studied in the course to the
interpretation o_ftheir own perspectives on meanings and values and to the understanding of
their own traditions.
B. DISCUSSION OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE GOALS OF THE CATEGORY
HAVE BEEN MET AND CONTINUE TO BE RELEVANT TO THE GOALS OF THE
LIBERAL ARTS CORE.

The LAC 3A committee believes the statement regarding fine arts in the dra.fi Purposes and
Goals document (currently available on the LAC web site) is superior to the statement of
Purposes by Category document (sub-category 3A from 1988) formerly titled Statement of the
Category and Subcategory Goals, Outcomes, and Competencies.
The committee agrees that the currently working document "Purposes and Goals" provides
valuable guidance in establishing the basic goals for LAC Category 3A. The draft document
provides the following description:
Arts and Literature
These are human creations that serve expressive or aesthetic purposes . Students should
become aware of their range and variety, across cultures, artistic forms, and genres. They
should develop an appreciation for and understanding of artistic products and the processes
by which they are created. They should be able to analyze and evaluate these creations.

Simply stated, courses in this category should:
• Help students to gain awareness of the range and variety of human expression across
cultures, art forms and genres.
• Help students to develop an appreciation and understanding of artistic products and the
processes by which they were created.
• Help students develop critical skills necessary to analyze, understand and evaluate artistic
creations.
The committee agrees that any information regarding goals should be stated clearly, easily
accessible online and directed and that it should be outlined for each category and subcategory.
The Purposes and Goals document uses the term 'realm' rather than category and this adds a
layer of confusion.
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Currently LAC Category 3 (The Realm of Human Creations) is divided into two subcategories:
A. Fine Arts
B. Literature, Philosophy or Religion
In some respects, this grouping is unusual since Literature could be considered a fine art along
with music, theatre, dance and art. Philosophy and religion might better fit under the "The
Social Realm" which "encompasses the human beliefs, practices and institutions that constitute a
culture or civilization."
Generally speaking, available documents on the LAC arc in much need of revision,
simplification and clarification.

C. ANALYSIS OF THE CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS AND COURSE SYLLABI
STATEMENTS
Once again the LAC Category Review Procedure fonn combines two different headings into one
area of review (Section B- "Category Descriptions" and "Statements for Course Syllabi"). The
committee suggests that simply requesting infonnation topic by topic may simplify the
organization of such reports. Doing so may prove less confusing to those creating the report and
ultimately for those reviewing the report.
STATEMENTS FOR SYLLABI
Category 3: Fine Arts, Literature, Philosophy and Religion (This is the on-line
description.)
Courses in this category explore diverse forms of human expression and enhance
understanding of how religious, philosophical, literary, and aesthetic ideas and experiences
shape and r~flect cultures and common patterns of human life. Students will develop
knowledge of the complex interplay of culture, history, and human experience through
critical examination of ideas and beliefs, ritual and symbol, moral codes and social values,
story and poetry, visual art, music, theater, and dance.
The committee believes that the following statement from the draft document "Purposes and
Goals" more accurately reflects the course content offered throughout the fine arts.

Arts and Literature
These are human creations that serve expressive or aesthetic purposes. Students should
become aware of their range and variety, across cultures, artisticforms, and genres. They
should develop an appreciation for and understanding of artistic products and the processes
by which they are created. They should be able to analyze and evaluate these creations.
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420:034. Survey of Dance History -- 3 hrs.
Survey of dance history from primitive times to the present with emphasis on the relationship of
dance and dance forms to the societies in which they developed and other art forms and the
contributions of leading dance personalities.
No changes arc needed in the course description.
490:002. The Theatrical Arts and Society -- 3 hrs.
Audience-oriented introduction to the dramatic arts, including the live theatre, film, and television,
and their interrelationships with society. Arranged lab also required. Lab fee.
There is no longer a lab or a lab fee required for the course. A specific focus on film and
television no longer exists (although references may be made within the context of class).
Therefore, the following course description is suggested.
SUGGESTED CHANGE: 490:002. The Theatrical Arts and Society - 3 hrs. Audience-oriented
introduction to the dramatic arts. Attendance at Theatre UNI and UNJ LYRIC THEATRE
productions required.
520:020. Our Musical Heritage-- 3 hrs.
Exploration of music within the context of evolving Western culture. Music fundamentals and
vocabulary. Repertories from the medieval world through the post-Romantic era.
The catalog description continues to accurately reflect the content of the course. No changes arc
needed.
520:030. Music of Our Time-- 3 hrs.
Major trends in traditional and experimental art music, American popular music (from ragtime to
rock), ca. 1900 to the present.
The catalog description continues to accurately reflect the content of the course. No changes are
needed.
600:002. Visual Inventions-- 3 hrs.
Studio course: experiences in critical responses to the visual arts through active involvement with
various creative processes and media; relationship of the visual arts to other fields of human
endeavor.
The wording adequately reflects the courses that have been offered over the past several years. No
changes arc needed.
600:004. Visual Perceptions -- 3 hrs.
Lecture course: experiences in critical responses to the visual arts through analyses of artworks
and artistic processes; relationship of the visual arts to other fields of human endeavor.
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The wording adequately reflects the courses that have been offered over the past several years. No
changes are needed.

*590:011

may substitute for the Fine Arts requirement for all music majors, 3 hours

This category simply provides the course description for each fine arts course offered. A
redundancy of information is requested as course descriptions arc addressed in the course
questionnaire.

D. ANALYSIS OF STUDENT OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT DATA
All students enrolled in LAC (Category 3A) during fall semester of 2007 were surveyed. This
committee established goals for this LAC category and student were asked to rate their
experience in relation to those goals. Students were also asked to provide written comments. A
review of the survey data suggests the following:
l . Students gave an average score of slightly above neutral on all goals established for this LAC
category.
2. Students comments ranged from very negative ("waste of my time") to highly positive ("great
class").
Considering these two points, it becomes apparent that, while we may be somewhat successful at
achieving established goals, students do not universally agree on the value of those goals.
Comments such as "I'm in industrial technology major, I really don't have any interest
whatsoever of fine arts and don't like wasting my money on classes I shouldn't need to take" and
"I loved this class but as a biomedical major get annoyed with having to take time away from
studying my major to study for an LAC class that requires so much time as well" would seem to
indicate a more problematic issue regarding the value of a broad education. Comments such as
"I thought it was a waste oftime. lfl want to Jearn about Bach, I will look it up on the internet
instead of waste a semester and $80 on books getting my ear drums damaged by blasting
classical music" point to an even deeper misunderstanding of the process of education.
While students may harbor these same feelings about the relevance of courses in other LAC
categories, the negativity of the written responses seems indicative of a greater cultural attitude
regarding the fine arts. Students seem to enter the classroom with a bit of a bias against the
content to be learned. Because pragmatic value is not easily apparent, the courses are labeled
frivolous. This very attitude should serve as ample justification as to why the fine arts should
continue to be an integral component of the LAC. If knowledge, understanding and appreciation
for creative thinking is not embraced, we risk devolving from a university to something more
akin to a trade school.
Students from the survey were not exclusively negative. Positive comments such as "This
course in particular has opened my eyes to sec the value in Theater and to understand its
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importance during changing times" or "I really enjoyed the course and had a fun time learning
about the different styles of music and how they originated" indicate that some students come to
the classroom with an open mind and are ready to study and learn. A comment such as "I had
not thought that I would gain anything from this course, but I have already used the information
and ideas learned in this course in other courses I am taking" indicates that enlightenment can
truly occur within the LAC.
UNI is fortunate to have passionate professors who believe in the value of the value of the
content they teach and are also dedicated to the idea of a broad education for every student.

SURVEY DATA
Which Fine Arts course did you take? If you took more than one of these courses during the
previous semester, please limit your responses in this survey to the course that you select below.

N

%

5
28
57
10
6
32

3.6
20.3
41.3
7.2
4.3
23.2

420:034
490:002
520:020
520:030
600:002
600:004

Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Our Musical Heritage
Music of Our Time
Visual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

I purchased the required textbook(s).
N
%
126
91.3 Yes
12
8.7
No
I prepared for class by completing assignments on time.
%
N
130
94.2 Yes
8
5.8
No
I attended class on a regular basis.

N

%

136
2

98.6
1.4

Yes
No

Likert Scale Score- 5=Strongly agree, 4=Agree, 3=Neutral, 2=Disagree, 1=Strongly Disagree,
O=Not applicable
Average Score
3.61
Studying the fine arts helps in the development of a well-rounded university
graduate.
3.59

As a result of taking this course, I have a better understanding of the specific art
form studied.
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3.36

I now have a better understanding of how aesthetic ideas and experiences shape
and reflect cultures and everyday life.

3.33

This course provided me the opportunity to gain more perceptive and thoughtful
ways to view the world around me.

3. 74

This course provided me the opportunity to become more aware of artistic forms
and styles around me.

3.36

As a result of taking this course, I have gained skills that help me to appreciate
and evaluate artistic expressions.

3.43

Taking this course has increased my understanding of the value of both fine arts
and popular culture.

3.06

As a result of this course, I have an increased interest in attending, participating in
and/or reading about artistic performances or activities.

Individual Comments (grammatical errors not corrected, specific names removed)
Went to almost every class and hardly got anything from it. It is a repetitive class with no point.
I felt as though this class was a waste of my time
This course in particular has opened my eyes to see the value in Theater and to understand its
importance during changing times. Theater helped expose critical issues that were taboo to
discuss. It helped bring about awareness of pressing issues of family, relationships, health, etc.
I hated this class, it was pointless. I didn't understand most of the readings or the lectures- she
used too many words only people previously into plays would understand. I didn't enjoy one
thing about this class.
Why waste the students time in requiring them to take such courses. All I got out of the course
was a GP A boost because it was an easy A.
This course was terrible. The teachers prepared slide shows and then made them extremely
boring and monotone. They didn't provide notes to the students so students were left to take their
own. Since there was only two tests it was an extreme amount of information that you probably
had to know and there was no study guide to sort of direct you on specific topics. It was probably
the second biggest waste of money and time that I've had here at UNI. Horrible.
This has been my least favorite class out of my first year. The teaching style was disorganized
and it seemed like they were giving us random information. Teachers seldom attempting to
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make a connection between the theatrical jargon they were defining and bigger concepts in
society. I was more interested in theater before I took this course.
I thought it was a tasteful experience.
The course was taught by 5 professors which was ineffective and unconducive to learning.
Communication lacked between the professors and information was thus poorly disseminated to
the students. I believe that course material needs to be revised and follow the textbook more
closely since it was $90 and I barely used it.
it was a very good course
I found the class I attencd to be very test based and not focused on understanding the information
being discussed. I would have liked to be able to learn without having a test every week or even
every other week. I belcive that students most times learn best when they are asked to participate
and be involved in discussions and class activities. Students also do NOT learn or retain
information when a professor dictates the information and then hands out MANY multiple
choice tests. This, therefore, is a waste of students time and professors time. To conclude the fine
arts classes should be more activity and inquiry based and not in the form of lecture day after
day. The information I took tests on and did well on has not stayed with me. THerefore, I am not
as well rounded in this area as I would like to be.

J loved this class but as a biomedical major get annoyed with having to take time away from
studying my major to study for an LAC class that requires so much time as well. I dont think
they should require as much out of class time as a major course!
I knew a great deal about music before taking this course.
I'm in industrial technology major, I really don't have any interest whatsoever of fine arts and
don't like wasting my money on classes I shouldn't need to take.
WASTE OF MY TIME!!!
Dr. X refused to respond to repeated emails I sent him regaurding the grade I received that I had
a question about. He was very unprofessional a number of times throughout the semester.
I already attended many artistic performances and activities before taking this course.
X was my teacher. i think he was from cedar rapids or something. he was an amazing teacher.
absolutely awesome.
Some of the disagrees arc only because some of the statements were not "as a result of taking the
course". I felt some of the above things before taking the course.
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The class was a waste of my time. All we did was listen to music, and we never actually used the
book more than a couple of times. We were never actually taught anything about our musical
heritage, we just listened to music,
I believe that the class could have been taught in a much better manner it was more of a self
taught class, I didn't get anything from the lectures and I didn't get anything that I didn't read
from the book by myself
I already knew almost everything I was taught in the course since I was in band in high school.
My professor wasn't even there half of the time and had a graduate student take over the class. It
was a waste of time but an easy A.
it was a great course, but I don't feel it should be required because most people don't take the
LAC courses seriously and many don't learn anything from them.
The musical heritage class I took with Dr. X was worthless. It was purely a information/test
course. I attempted to memorize information only to then forget it after I took the test. Also the
number of tests in the class i took was ridiculus. I had a test every other week. Horrible teacher.
Worthless class. Very dissapointed in University for hiring this guy and keeping him around. I
was forced to attend a University related music event and then write a two page paper for ZERO
credit, no points, the only thing that could happen is I would lose points without meeting this
requirement. Thank you for reading. If you think I'm inaccurate send a survey to all ofthe
students who have had this professor.
I thought it was a waste of time. Ifl want to learn about Bach, I will look it up on the internet
instead of waste a semester and $80 on books getting my ear drums damaged by blasting
classical music.
Taking this course, like metioned befere in one of the questions helped me to appreciate more the
music background. Also it helped me understand how music got to be what it is today
Professor X should not be allowed to teach this course. He made the class so hard that it was
impossible to get a C or B. The tests were so hard and the amount of information you had to
study for the test was rediculous! The course truly ruined my perspective and my likeing of
music as I took music class in middle school and high school for a total of 8 years. This course
did nothing for me and as I went to every class I didn not want to be there or enjooy it at all. I
think that every professor that teaches this course should have a set syllabus because some of the
other professors just make you attend class everyday and you get an A no test at all. I had to
study forever and I still didn't get a good grade.
My professor was Dr. X and he made class so much fun! He really explained different musical
genres in ways that we would understand and would appeal to us . He was a great teacher who
really knew his information! =)
I really enjoyed the course and had a fun time learning about the different styles of music and
how they originated.
10

Prof. X was by far one of the most dedicated professors I've had in my four years at UNI. He
really showed an interest in student learning and understanding, and was willing to go the extra
mile to make sure that this was accomplished.
These don't apply to me because I already hate a strong background in art.
I felt as if the professor expected more artistic talent out of us than we could give--We aren't Art
majors! We can't spend four hours a night working on art projects like the professor's art students
could.
Liberal Arts Core Courses arc supposed to be general in nature so as to give the student general
knowledge to help them become well rounded. This course was not an overview of art. It was
specific and mainly related to design. I entered the course expecting to review many different
techniques and mediums. I left the course only teaming the vairations of symmetry, and how to
carve "plaster of paris"
Very nice class that got me to look at the world in a different way.
I really enjoyed this course! It was fun and intersting and I had not thought that I would gain
anything from this course, but I have already used the information and ideas learned in this
course in other courses I am taking!
I would like to explain why I chose negative answers in the previous question set. My particular
course of Visual Perceptions was, in my opinion, taught poorly. The classes tests were basically
memorization of historical pieces titles and authors ... and the essays did not require much
knowledge of the interpretation of the art or understanding ofthe movements. I think that if my
specific class would have been taught differently I would have responded much differently to
those questions.
The class was in the least bit interesting. I learned a couple of neat things about art, but for the
most part, I did not enjoy my time in class. I never took an art class in high school. It doesn't
interest me in ways it does others. The part I least liked was the memorization of slides for the
tests. I had to know four pieces of information on anywhere from 25-50 pieces of art for each of
the 4 or 5 tests. I did not see the point, thus the root of my fmstrations. I am just glad I got
through the class and can move on to classes that interest me and satisfy my major.
X is an amazing teacher, and I cannot tell enough people how much praise he tmly deserves.
I thought it was a little boring, but as a benefit I learned a lot about art styles and famous artists
that I never knew before.
This was my favorite undergraduate course thus far. the teacher, X was extremely passionate and
allowed us to dive into art with the same attitude.
I felt that the class was made up of a lot of busy work. I wasn't taught how to better understand
aesthetics and how it applies to today.
II

The class was very boring, because it was all lecture. We only memorized the picture of the
slides as well as the title, artist, and time period in which it was made. We then had two essays to
complete for each exam. Most of the people in the class that I talked to, also did not gain much
and did not enjoy the class. I am not interested in art from the start, but would rather discuss art
to at least have some better understanding or try to understand the concepts and ideas behind
what the artists arc doing. In an attempt to take a class that would challenge me to have more
appreciation for something which I have very little, I instead became more bored with the topic
and have the same or maybe even less appreciation .
This was one of the most enjoyable classes that I attended last semester and was well worth my
time especially because it was my freshman first semester and the class made me feel
comfortable and feel like I would do weB in other classes.
Professor X is an awesome professor! He reaBy did a nice job with helping us students in
understanding how to perceive art!
I think learning fine arts is a great idea and helps aB of us become more cultured as a whole
student body.
Prof. X was one of the best profs ive ever had at UNI. He related to us in a way that made us
think in a broader sense of all the things around us. He related art in every form of our everday
life. Great Prof.
Not only was this course helpful to my eveyday life, but it also showed me what I can do in this
area as a major .. this well soon be the area of my major.
X was an awesome instructor! Although, I had previously not been knowledgeable about styles
and cultural aspects or art, this course was very informative! I loved his way of teaching, and felt
he communicated weB with students! This class was one of my favorites! :)

Data specifically for 490:002 The Theatrical Arts and Society
Likert Scale Score - 5=Strongly agree, 4=Agree, 3=Neutral, 2=Disagree, I =Strongly Disagree,
O=Not applicable
Average Score
3.75 Studying the fine arts helps in the development of a well-rounded university
graduate.
3.75

As a result oftaking this course, I have a better understanding ofthe specific art
form studied.

3.32

I now have a better understanding of how aesthetic ideas and experiences shape
and reflect cultures and everyday life.
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3.36

This course provided me the opportunity to gain more perceptive and thoughtful
ways to view the world around me.

3.71

This course provided me the opportunity to become more aware of artistic forms
and styles around me.

3.50

As a result of taking this course, I have gained skills that help me to appreciate
and evaluate artistic expressions.

3.50

Taking this course has increased my understanding of the value of both fine arts
and popular culture.

3.39

As a result of this course, I have an increased interest in attending, participating in
and/or reading about artistic performances or activities.

Data specifically for 520:020 Our Musical Heritage
Likert Scale Score - 5=Strongly agree, 4=Agree, 3=Neutral , 2=Disagree, I =Strongly Disagree,
O=Not applicable
Average Score
3.37 Studying the fine arts helps in the development of a well-rounded university
graduate.
3.28

As a result of taking this course, I have a better understanding of the specific art
form studied.

3.09

I now have a better understanding of how aesthetic ideas and experiences shape
and reflect cultures and everyday life.

3.00

This course provided me the opportunity to gain more perceptive and thoughtful
ways to view the world around me.

3.53

This course provided me the opportunity to become more aware of artistic forms
and styles around me.

2.98

As a result of taking this course, I have gained skills that help me to appreciate
and evaluate artistic expressions.

3.11

Taking this course has increased my understanding of the value of both fine arts
and popular culture.

2. 70

As a result of this course, I have an increased interest in attending, participating in
and/or reading about artistic performances or activities.
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Data specifically for 600:004 Visual Perceptions
Likert Scale Score - 5=Strongly agree, 4=Agree, 3=Neutral, 2=Disagree, 1=Strongly Disagree,
O=Not applicable
Average Score
3.88 Studying the fine arts helps in the development of a well-rounded university
graduate.
4.00

As a result of taking this course, I have a better understanding of the specific art
form studied.

3.63

I now have a better understanding of how aesthetic ideas and experiences shape
and reflect cultures and everyday life.

3.69

This course provided me the opportunity to gain more perceptive and thoughtful
ways to view the world around me.

4.03

This course provided me the opportunity to become more aware of artistic forms
and styles around me.

3.69

As a result of taking this course, I have gained skills that help me to appreciate
and evaluate artistic expressions.

3.72

Taking this course has increased my understanding of the value of both fine arts
and popular culture.

3.19

As a result of this course, I have an increased interest in attending, participating in
and/or reading about artistic performances or activities.
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E. ANALYSIS OF AN ENROLLMENT RECORD ACCORDING TO COURSES,
CREDIT HOURS, STUDENT PROFILES, CLASS SIZE, PERCENTAGE OF CREDIT
HOURS TAUGHT BY TENURE/TENURE TRACK FACULTY.

Category 3A statistics
Statistics for all courses in Category 3A
Fall 2001 -Fall 2006 (including Summer)
Total number of students:
Total number of sections:
Percentage of sections taught by TT/Non-TT faculty :
A vcragc number of students/section:
Percentage of students taught by TT/Non-TT faculty:
A veragc size of sections for TT /Non-TT faculty:
A vcragc GP A for all students:
Average GPA for sections taught by TT/Non-TT faculty:

11,203
238
55.0 I 45 .0
47.1
49 .7 I 50.3
42 .5 I 52.7
3.01
2.91 I 3. 12

Fall 2001- Fall2006 (EXCLUDING Summer)
Total number of students:
Total number of sections:
Percentage of sections taught by TT/Non-TT faculty:
A vcrage number of students/section:
Percentage of students taught by TT/Non-TT faculty:
Average size of sections for TT/Non-TT faculty:
Average GPA for all students:
Average GPA for sections taught by TT/Non-TT faculty:

I 0,985
222
54.1 I 45.9
49.5
49.2 I 50.8
45 .1 I 54.7
3.01
2.90 I 3.12

All sections, Fall 2001-Fall 2006 (including Summer)
Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Visual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

Number
931
4488
279
1925
64
3516

Percentage
8.31
40.06
2.49
17.18
0.57
31.38

AveGPA
2.95
2.89
2.91
2.98
3.38
3.21

St. Dev
0.20
0.52
0.34
0.32
0.21
0.29

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society

AveGPA
2.95
2.89
2.91
2.98

St. Dev
0.20
0.52
0.34
0.32

High
3.51
3.95
3.45
3.83

Low
2.58
1.37
2.55
2.53
15

Visual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

3.38
3.21

0.21
0.29

3.58
4.00

3.07
2.39

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Visual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

Students/Section
33 .25
42.74
27.90
48.13
12.80
70.32

Section Size distribution
<35
total
35-75 >75
28
17
11
0
29
105
76
0
10
9
1
0
40
4
13
23
5
0
5
0
25
50
22
3

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Visual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

Total
TT
546
2846
236
844
42
1052

Total
Non-TT
385
1642
43
1081
22
2464

Sections/size
TT
13/42.0
72/39.5
8/29.5
20/42.2
3/ 14.0
15/70.1

Sections/size
Non-TT
15/25.7
33/49.8
2/21.5
20/54.1
2/ 11.0
35/70.4

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Visual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

TT%
59
63
85
44
66
30

Non-TT%
41
37
15
56
34
70

GPATT
2.91
2.77
2.82
3.13
3.50
3.07

GPA Non-TT
3.00
3.09
3.42
2.87
3.14
3.26

Fall 2001-Fall 2006 (EXCLUDING Summer)

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Vi sual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

Number
of students
882
4381
279
1910
57
3476

Percentage
of aii3A
8.03
39.88
2.54
17.39
0.52
31 .64

Ave
GPA
2.94
2.88
2.91
2.98
3.39
3.20

GPA
St. Dev
0.20
0.53
0.34
0.31
0.24
0.27

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History

Ave
GPA
2.94
2.88
2.91

GPA
St. Dev
0.20
0.53
0.34

GPA
High
3.51
3.95
3.45

GPA
Low
2.58
1.37
2.55
16

The Theatrical Arts and Society
Visual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

2.98
3.39
3.20

0.31
0.24
0.27

2.53
3.07
2.39

3.70
3.58
3.80

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Vi sual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

Students/Section
36.75
44.25
27.90
50.26
14.25
73.96

Section Size distribution
<35 35-75 >75
total
24
13
11
0
23
76
0
99
10
9
I
0
I1
23
4
38
4
4
0
0
47
0
22
25

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Visual Inventions
Vi sual Perceptions

Total
TT
5I9
2739
236
829
42
1044

Total
Non-TT
363
1642
43
1081
15
2432

Sections/size
TT
11/47.2
66/41.5
8/29.5
18/46.1
3/ 14.0
14/74.6

Sections/size
Non-TT
13/27.9
33/49.8
2/21.5
20/54.1
1/ 15.0
33/73.7

Course
Music of our Time
Our Musical Heritage
Survey of Dance History
The Theatrical Arts and Society
Visual Inventions
Visual Perceptions

TT%
59
63
85
43
74
30

Non-TT%
41
37
15
57
26
70

GPATT
2.90
2.76
2.82
3.13
3.50
3.07

GPA Non-TT
2.99
3.09
3.42
2.87
3.07
3.26

AveGPA
2.88
2.96
3.03
3.08
3.13
3.09
2.88
2.91
3.17

St. Dev
0.0354
0.0990

Statistics for individual courses Fall 2001- Fall 2006
Music of Our Time

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Sum . 2002
Fall 2002
Spr. 2003
Sum 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Sum. 2004

Sections
2
2
I
2
3
I
3
3
1

Total
Students
74
72
14
75
121
13
100
89
15

Students/
Section
37
36
14
38
40.3
13
33 .3
29.7
15

0.2404
0.3482
0.2066
0.1836
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Fall 2004
Spr. 2005
Fall 2005
Spr. 2006
Sum. 2006
Fall 2006

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Sum. 2002
Fall 2002
Spr. 2003
Sum 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Sum. 2004
Fall 2004
Spr. 2005
Fall 2005
Spr. 2006
Sum. 2006
Fall 2006

3
2
2
1
1
1

137
84
83
24
7
23

45.7
42
42
24
7
23

2.91
2.91
2.67
2.77
3.05
3.20

Sections
2
2
1
2
3
I
3
3
I
3
2
2
1
1
1

%Sec. TT/
Non-TT
50/50
50150
100/50150
33.3/66.7
I 00/66.7/33.3
66.7/33.3
-/100
33.3/66.7
50/50
50/50
-/100
-/100
-1100

Students
%Students
TT/Non-TT TT/Non-TT
50/24
67.6/32.4
49/23
68.1/31.9
14/100/50/25
66.7/33.3
49/71
40.8/59.2
13/100/23/77
23/77
63/26
70.8/29.2
-/15
-/100
60177
43.8/56.2
61/23
72.6/27.4
60/23
72.3/27.7
-/24
-/100
-17
-/ 100
-/23
-/100

Total
Students
450
450
25
444
398
18
425
356
31
344
395
16
336
360
17
423

Students/
Section
56.3
50.0
13.0
40.4
44.2
18
42.5
44.5
31
43
39.5
16
42
45
17
42.3

0.1504
0.1273
0.1273

AveGPA
TT/Non-TT
2.85/2.95
3.03/2.89
3.03/2.91 /3.25
2.83/3.28
3.09/2.91 /2.82
2.85/3.04
-/3.17
3.05/2.84
2.82/3.00
2.76/2.58
-/2.77
-/3.05
-/3.20

Our Musical Heritage

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Sum. 2002
Fall 2002
Spr. 2003
Sum. 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Sum . 2004
Fall 2004
Spr. 2005
Sum. 2005
Fall2005
Spr. 2006
Sum. 2006
Fall 2006

Sections
8
9
2
11
9
1
10
8
I
8
10
1
8
8
1
10

AveGPA
2.68
3.01
3.30
3.06
2.94
3.43
2.86
2.64
2.88
2.89
2.61
3.27
2.76
2.78
3.10
3.21

St. Dev
0.4001
0.2478
0.1768
0.4689
0.4876
0.5033
0.5219
0.2353
0.2918
0.8459
0.7463
0.6672
18

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Sum. 2002
Fall2002
Spr. 2003
Sum. 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Sum. 2004
Fall 2004
Spr. 2005
Sum. 2005
Fall 2005
Spr. 2006
Sum. 2006
Fall 2006

Sections
8
9
2
11
9
I
IO
8
1
8
IO
1
8
8
1
IO

%Sec. TT/
Non-TT
75/25
55.6/44.5
100/54.5/45 .5
66.7/33 .3
I 00/80/20
I 00/IOO/62.5/37.5
70/30
100/62.5/37.5
62.5/37.5
I 00/50150

Students
TT/Non-TT
325/125
231/219
25/204/240
237/ I61
I8/325/ 100
356/311I96/l48
264/ 131
I6/I871149
2IOI150
I7/204/219

%Students
TT/Non-TT
72.2/27.8
51.3/48.7
I 00/45 .9/54.1
59.5/40.5
100/76.5/23.5
I 00/I 00/57.0/43.0
66.8/33 .2
I 00/55 .7/44.3
58.3/41.7
IOO/48.2/5I.8

Total
Students
21
31
30
29
26
31

AveGPA
3.21
2.61
3.23
2.56
3.03
2.79

%Sec TT/
Non-TT
100/100/100/100/100/100/-

32
25
36
18

2.55
3.45
2.78
3.38

100/-/100
100/-/ 100

Students/
Section
56.6
50.3
6
57.5
42.3
41.8
51

AveGPA
2.92
2.91
3.83
2.97
3.13
3.00
2.79

AveGPA
TT/Non-TT
2.57/2.99
2.91/3.14
3.30/2.95/3 .19
2.87/3.09
3.43/2.87/2.80
2.64/2.88/2.92/2.83
2.57/2.70
3.27/2.49/3.21
2.3113.56
3. 10/3.18/3.23

Survey of Dance History
Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Fall 2002
Spr. 2003
Fall2003
Spr. 2004
Fall 2004
Spr. 2005
Fall 2005
Spr. 2006
Fall 2006

Sections
1
1
1

no sections
1
1
1
1

The Theatrical Arts and Society
Total
Semester
Sections
Students
Fall200I
5
283
Spr. 2002
151
3
Sum. 2002
1
6
Fall 2002
4
230
Spr. 2003
127
3
Fall 2003
5
209
51
Spr. 2004
1

St. Dev.
0.2511
0.3062
0.1472
0.2419
0.2967
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Fall 2004
Spr. 2005
Sum. 2005
Fall 2005
Spr. 2006
Fall 2006

3
3
1
4
3
4

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Sum. 2002
Fall2002
Spr. 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Fall2004
Spr. 2005
Sum. 2005

Sections
5
3
l
4
3
5
I
3
3
1

Semester
Fall2005
Spr. 2006
Fall 2006

231
154
9
194
97
183

77.0
51.3
9
48.5
32.3
45.8

2.91
3.21
3.00
3.14
3.17
3.01

Sections

%Sec. TT/
Non-TT
40/60
33 .3/66.7
I 00/25/75
33 .3/66.7
100/-/ 100
33 .3/66.7
66.7/3.3
100/%Sec. TT/
Non-TT

Students
TT/Non-TT
105/ 178
90/61
6159/171
20/107
209/-/51
781153
80/74
91Students
TT/Non-TT

%Students AveGPA
TT/Non-TT TT/Non-TT
37.1/62.9
2.86/2.96
59.6/40.4
3.14/2.79
I 00/3.83/25 .7/74.3
2.95/2.98
15.7/84.3
3.40/2.99
I 00/3.00/-/ 100
-/2.79
33 .8/66.2
3.11/2.82
51.9/48.1
3.43/2.76
I 00/3.00/%Students AveGPA
TT/Non-TT TT/Non-TT

4
3
4

50/50
33.3/66.7
50/50

92/102
32/65
64/119

47.4/52.6
33.0/67.0
35.0/65.0

3.46/2.83
3.61/2.95
3.35/2.68

Sections
2
I
1
1

Total
Students
31
7
12
14

Students/
Section
15.5
7
12
14

Ave GPA
3.32
3.29
3.58
3.36

St. Dev.
0.35

Sections
2
1
1
1

%Sec. TT/
Non-TT
50/50
-/100
100/100/-

Students
%Students
TT/Non-TT TT/Non-TT
16/15
51.6/48.4
-/100
-17
12/100/14/100/-

0.2055
0.4 717
0.4041
0.4026
0.4799

Visual Inventions
Semester
Fall 2001
Sum. 2003
Fall2005
Fa112006

Semester
Fall 200 I
Sum. 2003
Fall 2005
Fall 2006

AveGPA
TT/Non-TT
3.56/307
-/3.29
3.5 8/3.36/-
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Visual Perceptions

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Sum. 2002
Fall 2002
Spr. 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Sum. 2004
Fall 2004
Spr. 2005
Fall 2005
Spr. 2006
Fall 2006

Sections
5
4
2
7
4
5
4
I
4
4
3
3
4

Total
Students
378
282
29
519
255
388
291
11
318
322
222
231
270

Students/
Section
75.6
70.5
14.5
74.1
63.8
77.6
72.8
II
79.5
80.5
74.0
77.0
67.5

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Sum. 2002
Fall2002
Spr. 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Sum. 2004
Fall2004
Spr. 2005
Fall 2005
Spr. 2006
Fall 2006

Sections
5
4
2
7
4
5
4
I
4
4
3
3
4

%Sec. TT/
Non-TT
20/80
25/75
50150
-/100
25/75
20/80
-/100
-II 00
50/50
50150
66.7/33.3
66.7/33.3
50/50

Students
%Students
TT/Non-TT TT/Non-TT
74/304
19.6/80.4
64/218
22.7/77.3
8/21
27.6/72.4
-/519
-II 00
64/191
25.1/74.9
73/315
18.8/81.2
-/291
-II 00
-/11
-/100
158/160
49.7/50.3
159/163
49.4/50.6
142/80
64.0/36.0
156/75
67.5/32.5
154/116
57.0/43.0

Ave GPA
3.30
3.20
3.49
3.38
3.24
2.84
3.35
4.00
3.16
3.09
3.13
3.14
3.32

St. Dev.
0.3256
0.2937
0.1556
0.2637
0.1947
0.3431
0.3114
0.2539
0.1190
0.1305
0.1514
0.0695
Ave GPA
TT/Non-TT
2.96/3.39
2.77/3.34
3.38/3.60
-/3.38
3.25/3.23
3.13/2.77
-/3.35
-/4.00
3.03/3.30
3.02/3.16
3.06/3.28
3.05/3.31
3.29/3.35

The Theatrical Arts and Society- Excluding Summer and UNICUE courses

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Fall 2002
Spr. 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Fall 2004
Spr. 2005

Sections
4
2
4
2
4
1
3
2

Total
Students
253
123
230
107
199
51
231
144

Students/
Section
63.3
61.5
57.5
53.5
49.8
51
77.0
72.0

Ave GPA
2.84
3.11
2.97
2.99
3.08
2.79
2.91
2.95

St. Dev.
0.2327
0.0849
0.1472
0.0707
0.2844
0.2055
0.2828
21

Fall2005
Spr. 2006
Fall2006

3
3
3

180
97
168

60.0
32.3
56.0

3.01
3.17
2.96

0.2401
0.4026
0.5877

Semester
Fall 2001
Spr. 2002
Fall 2002
Spr. 2003
Fall 2003
Spr. 2004
Fall 2004
Spr. 2005
Fall 2005
Spr. 2006
Fall 2006

Sections
4
2
4
2
4
1
3
2
3
3
3

%Sec. TT/
Non-TT
25/75
50/50
25/75
-/ I 00
100/-/ 100
33.3/66.7
50/50
33.3/66.7
33.3/66.7
33.3/66.7

Students
TT/Non-TT
75/178
90/33
591171
-/ I 07
199/-/51
78/ 153
70/74
78/ 102
32/65
49/ 119

%Students
TT/Non-TT
29.6/70.4
73 .2/26.8
25.7/74.3
-/ 100
I 00/-/ I 00
33.8/66.2
48.6/51.4
43 .3/56.7
33.0/67.0
29.2/70.8

AveGPA
TT/Non-TT
2.53/2.96
3.14/3.02
2.95/2.97
-/2.99
3.08/-/2.79
3.11 /2.82
3.16/2.76
3.24/2.83
3.61/2.95
3.69/2.68

DEPARTMENT OF ART
Analysis of Enrollment Data
I . When comparing the overall enrollments of departments within this category, the Department
of Art has served the second highest number of students.
2. During this period, the Department of Art was experiencing a spike in major enrollment (with
the highest number of majors reaching 402 in Fall 2003) while also experiencing a Universitywide budget crisis. No increase in faculty lines meant that LAC offerings were affected. To
effectively serve majors, Visual Inventions has been offered with less frequency and enrollment
has been increased in Visual Perceptions from around 50 students per section (as it was in the
1990s) to 70-80 students per section. Larger course sizes have led to various problems related to
effective delivery of course content and evaluation. For example, with larger numbers of
students, writing assignments become impractical. Field trips during class times (to view
exhibitions) are impossible. We are beginning to fill faculty positions and hopefully, we can
decrease the necessary enrollment size in Visual Perceptions to allow for more effective content
delivery.
3. While the content of LAC courses within the Department of Art is set up to introduce students
to history of visual arts and teach creative thinking skills (Visual Inventions) and analytical skills
(Visual Perceptions), there is also a component of cultural 'missionary work.'
Students generally come into these courses with little or no interest in high artistic culture at all.
We would like for them to learn that a life enriched by experiencing the arts is more desirable
than one without. To that end, it is common for professors to offer extra credit to entice students
to view exhibitions. This, of course, leads to higher average GPAs. While this is generally seen
in a negative light, it must be understood that education in the arts is not merely about the
retention of a body of content, but rather it is also about the idea of embracing the arts as a part
of one's life. We have no desire for students to leave the University with a soured attitude
towards experiencing the arts. Sometimes this goal requires a strategy of using the carrot more
than the stick
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DANCE
Analysis of Enrollment Data
l. The two times that the course was taught by a non-tenure track instructor the GPA was
higher.
2. Enrollment for one of the two times that the course was taught by a non-tenure track
instructor is low because the course was taught in a room that had limited capacity.
3. When GPAs of all Category 3A courses are compared, I appear to give the lowest grades!
Both music courses may actually have sections with lower GPAs; but when these arc averaged
with sections with higher GPAs, the result is overall GPAs being slightly higher than mine.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Written feedback was not provided.
DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE
490:002, Theatrical Arts and Society (TAS) places third in enrollment statistically regarding
LAC Fine Arts course offerings. Demand on the course is directly linked to: I) number of
sections offered each semester, 2) department major course demands, 3) available full-time
faculty to teach the LAC course, 3) adjunct funds, and 5) student demand. The average G.P.A.
in the class is 2.98 (fourth lowest) of the six course offerings in the Fine Arts area.
It must be noted that the G.P.A. in Theatrical Arts and Society is affected to a degree as extracredit is offered in various sections to encourage students to attend course-related events across
campus to supplement their course experience and to broaden their academic experience at UNI.
Although extra-credit is limited, it is not unusual for a student that has taken advantage of such
opportunities for their grade to rise from a C+ to a B-, B to a B+ or a B+ to an A-. With so many
students balancing extensive work hours with traditional coursework, less and less students
embrace the many performing arts events, guest speakers and even athletic events on campus.
However, it must be recognized that although extra-credit offerings supplement a student's
academic experience in a positive way, the average G.P.A. may not be I 00% reflective of the
actual class work performed in the class.

Theatrical Arts and Society is second only to Visual Perceptions (offered by the Department of
Art) in regards to average course enrollment by section. Statistics indicate non-tenure track
faculty have traditionally taught more sections ofTAS. It is interesting that the non-tenure-track
faculty also have a lower G.P.A. average than full-time tenure-track/tenured faculty. However, it
cannot and should not be assumed that non-tenure track faculty (in this instance) offer a more
difficult academic experience.
Although it appears tenure-track I tenured professors enroll less students than the non-tenure
track faculty, the statistics include a UNICUE evening TAS offering each semester where
enrollment is limited to twenty-five students rather than the traditional sixty student limit of a
Fall/Spring daytime TAS offering. Most all faculty in Theatre (tenure-track or not) teach near or
more than the maximum sixty students per section.
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F. COMPLETION OF A LIBERAL ARTS CORE COURSE FORM BY THE CA. TEGORY
REVIEW TEAM IN CONSULTATION WITH RELEVANT FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATORS FOR EACH COURSE IN THE REVIEW AREA.
It must be noted, that changes in the course questionnaire form (from that initially passed on and
addressed by some members of the committee), have been changed. A past version consisted of
eleven questions. Currently, the LAC web site offers two different course questionnaire forms
consisting often and nine questions respectively. We have adapted our previous work to the
nine question fom1.

DEPARTMENT OF ART
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE:

600:002 Visual Inventions
600:004 Visual Perceptions

COURSE CATALOG DESCRIPTION:
600:002. Visual Inventions -- 3 hrs. Studio course: experiences in critical responses to the visual
arts through active involvement with various creative processes and media; relationship of the
visual arts to other fields of human endeavor. (Variable)
600:004. Visual Perceptions-- 3 hrs. Lecture course: experiences in critical responses to the
visual arts through analyses of artworks and artistic processes; relationship of the visual arts to
other fields of human endeavor. (Offered Fall and Spring)

CREDIT HOURS: 3
LIBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY (ROMAN NUMERAL AND SUB-GROUP
LETTER): III.A Fine Arts
1. Does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are changes in
the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes.
Yes. The catalog descriptions for both Visual Perceptions and Visual Inventions are fairly open
ended. The wording adequately reflects the courses that have been offered over the past several
years. No changes arc really needed.

2. In what ways does this course serve the purposes of this category?
Visual Perceptions: This course is designed to introduce students to a wide range of artistic
styles, products and approaches. Most professors present a cross-cultural perspective that
focuses on the relationship between the art objects and the cultures that produced them. They are
introduced to a range of critical approaches regarding analysis and evaluation of art.
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Visual Inventions: Through hands-on projects, students are introduced to a wide range of
materials and conceptual approaches related to art making. Assignments are generally geared
towards connecting the notion of artistic production to broader academic and cultural concerns.
During critiques, students learned the skills of analysis and evaluation of art.

3. Since the last category review, have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas
been made? If so, identify the changes.
Visual Perceptions: The vast majority of professors teaching this course present an overview of
western art from pre-history to the present. Two professors deal exclusively with 20 1h century art.
There has been discussion about offering other focused sections on such topics as Native
American Art; functional art and design; and art and artworks as portrayed in popular film.
Visual Inventions: No changes in relative content.

4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability of content and grading across
sections assessed and insured?
The department head reviews syllabi.

5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student
activities are included in the course?
Visual Perception: lectures, tests, written papers.
Visual Inventions: studio projects, critiques.

6. In what ways does this course help students develop the Liberal Arts Core proficiencies?
Both courses help students develop proficiencies related to communication, information and
thinking. Visual Inventions offers opportunities for inter-personal development as well.

7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed?
For specific sections, exams, projects and writing assignments are used to assess student
performance. At this point, the Department of Art has no instrument for measuring SOA results
for its offerings in the LAC.

8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major
weaknesses? What, if any, changes are needed?
Visual Perceptions:
Strengths:
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1. The course is taught in a well-equipped multi-media classroom allowing for various
visual resources to be used in class.
2. The course is taught near the UNI Gallery of Art so students can experience works of
art firsthand as well as in class.
3. The open-ended nature of the course allows for sections that are broad overviews as
well as sections that arc more thematically focused.
Weaknesses:
1. Large class sizes do not allow for a great deal of focus on student writing.
Visual Inventions:
Strengths:
1. Students learn about art making through a hands-on experience. This approach is
unique among the course offerings in the Fine Arts section of the LAC.
2. Through critiques, skills of critical analysis can be developed in both written and
verbal forms.
Weaknesses:
1. A maximum of20 students makes offering this course less cost-effective than the
Visual Perceptions. It is rarely offered.
Having additional funding for the LAC would allow for smaller sections of Visual Perceptions
and more consistent scheduling of Visual Inventions.

9. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments.
None at this time.

Revised 0 I /23/04

DANCE
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 429:034
COURSE CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Survey of Dance History- 3 hrs. - Survey of dance
history from primitive times to the present with emphasis on the relationship of dance and dance
forms to the societies in which they developed and other art forms and the contributions of
leading dance personalities. (Offered Fall and Spring)
CREDIT HOURS: 3 hrs.
LIBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY (ROMAN NUMERAL AND SUB-GROUP
LETTER):
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1. Does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are changes in
the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes.
V cry closely
No
NIA

2. In what ways does this course serve the purposes of this category?
Students arc exposed to a wide range of what is encompassed by the word "dance." Although
the emphasis is on the development of theatrical dance in the western world from tribal cultures
through the 21 51 century, students are also exposed to dance in a variety of cultures around the
world. They have the opportunity to view live performances as well as historical footage on
film /video and reflect on both.

3. Since the last category review, have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas
been made? If so, identify the changes.
No
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability of content and grading across sections
assessed and insured?
Faculty in close communication; Use basically same syllabus, outline; Some variation in
specific assignments and therefore assessments and some variation in weighting of assessments;

5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What type(s) of student
activities are included in the course?
Lecture;
Individual and group research projects- written and oral;
Performance observation critiques; Video observations; Weekly quizzes;
Written exams; Book report; Weekly assignments; Discussion;
Usc ofWebCT included by one instructor

6. In what ways does this course help students develop the Liberal Arts Core proficiencies?
Communication: Assessments require that students give oral presentations, engage in a group
written project, read and review written materials and observe and critique dance performances.
Information: Assessments require that students use both library and online resources and use
audio-visual materials in the form of video tapes/DVD's . One section utilizes WebCT.
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Thinking: Assessments require that students respond in writing to guide questions regarding
dance performances whether live or in some form of media, answer exam questions which
require that they pull together lecture and textbook material in a new way and that they prepare
class oral presentations with thought to both the content and manner of presentation.
Inter-Personal: One assessment requires that students participate and contribute to a group
"research" project.
Quantitative: Not applicable??

7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed?
Exams and quizzes; Individual and group research projects; Performances observation critiques;
Weekly video observations; Book report/Family tree

8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major
weaknesses? What, if any, changes are needed?
Strengths: Lots of student involvement--discussions, peer review, presentations; "Writing across
the curriculum" opportunities; Variety of activities to accommodate various learning styles and
therefore variety in kinds of assessment;
Weaknesses: Too much material for a one-semester course; Terribly time-consuming on part of
instructor-so many papers to read; Students unwilling to put in necessary work;

9. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments.
Lack of availability of faculty to teach course each semester with faculty responsibility to other
major and minor programs
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 520:020 Our Musical Heritage
COURSE CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Exploration of Music within the context of evolving
Western culture. Music fundamentals and vocabulary. Repertories from the Medieval world
through the post-Romantic era. (Offered Fall and Spring.)
CREDIT HOURS: 3
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 520:030 Music of Our Time
COURSE CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Major trends in traditional and experimental art music,
American popular music (from ragtime to rock), ca 1900 to the present. (Offered Fall and Spring)
CREDIT HOURS: 3
I. Docs the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are changes in the
catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes.
The catalog desciiption continues to accurately reflect the content of the courses. No changes are
needed.
2. In what ways docs this course serve the purposes of this category?
Our Musical Heritage: This course is designed to introduce students to traditions and practices
of Western Art Music. Professors employ varying strategies to engage student interest.
Common to all sections is the inclusion of attendance at live concerts. Many sections also have
music students and faculty come to class and demonstrate their instruments. And, there are those
who require that students attend rehearsals of the major ensembles in the university. The goal is
to have the students have direct contact with musical creation. The creative process is examined,
and students arc asked to have some understanding of how composers create music, how the
standard forms and genres were created and have evolved.
Music of Our Time: This course is designed with an intent similar to OMH, but is concerned
exclusively with music of the 20th and 21 st centuries. Depending on the professor, the course
could include the gamut of 20th century music, or it might focus primarily on jazz and pop/rock.
The goal is the same as with the OMH classes ... to offer students the opportunity to become
"literate" with music and its creation.

3. Since the last category review, have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas been
made? If so, identify the changes.
The OMH courses have changed texts recently which incorporate discussions of film music, jazz,
and "pop" music. This reflects a trend beginning in the late 20th century of a "blurring of lines"
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between what might be considered Art Music, and what might be considered Pop Music. The one
influences the other. The course now includes that discussion. And, as the new text now addresses
the category of film music, several professors now include that in their teaching. Of course, given
semester time constraints, this means that other material is not being covered.
4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability of content and grading across sections
assessed and insured?
Thcrc .is a Division within the School of Music: Music in General Studies. The Division has a
chairperson who is responsible for coordinating section offerings and keeping faculty informed of
new texts and/or other relevant information. There arc periodic meetings of those who teach the
course to consider teaching strategies, textbooks, uniform content. etc. And, syllabi from the
various sections arc reviewed by the Director of the School of Music.
5. What are the primary instructional methods used in the course? What typc(s) of student
activities are included in the course?
Lectures, periodic exams and quizzes, concert attendance, ensemble rehearsal observation, Power
Point presentations, performance videos, audio presentations, student class presentations, and live
music performances in class, and Web CT.
6. In what ways does this course help students develop the Liberal Arts Core proficiencies?
Both courses are designed to help students to develop an understanding (and relationship) with
"non-verbal" communication, to develop an appreciation of"music for music's sake" rather than
the utilitarian approach of many. With the inclusion of concert and rehearsal attendance,
students are afforded the opportunity to discover the "intuitive" element of musical performance.
And, it is intended that students will have an experience with the "aesthetic," that, with practice,
students will discover the beauty and wonder of music and its place in the spiritual well-being of
humans.
7. How is student achievement ofthe course objectives assessed?
Exams and quizzes, performance observation reports, class presentation evaluations
8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? Whatare the major weaknesses?
What, if any, changes are needed?
The strengths of the courses would include: I. The opportunity to interact with professional
musicians by means of class presentations and public performances, 2. The opportunity to
reinforce knowledge gathered from other classes which involve historical, cultural, and/or artistic
foundations. As most people are involved with music on some level ... usually as a listener ...
these courses offer students an opportunity to refine their skills of critical judgment and evaluation;
to make distinctions among the various kinds of music, One of the goals of the course ...
sometimes stated, sometimes not ... is to offer students the opportunity to discover the distinctions
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between musical experiences as mere entertainment, and those experiences which are aesthetic in
nature, and have a more fulfilling and enriching impact.
As with many courses in this category, the principal weakness of the Our Music Heritage course is
the clement of time. Fifteen weeks is not sufficient to adequately cover 400+ years of musical
traditions. Thus, professors must make choices as to which music is given less or no attention, and
which gets more.
9. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments.
There is discussion of separating the course into two parts, as with Humanities I and II.
Presently, professors must choose which end of the musical spectrum to give attention. Even
starting with the mid-18th century, it is quite difficult to cover composers and music after the
early 20th century. In separating the course into 2 parts, it would allow for a choice between
"early" music (Medieval through Classis eras) and later music (Romantic through 20th century).
This is being discussed for the next curriculum cycle.

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE
COURSE NUMBER AND TITLE: 490:002- Theatrical Arts and Society
COURSE CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Audience-oriented introduction to the dramatic arts,
including the live theatre, film , and television, and their interrelationships with society. Arranged
lab required. Lab fee. (Offered Fall and Spring)
CREDIT HOURS: 3 hrs.
LIBERAL ARTS CORE CATEGORY (ROMAN NUMERAL AND SUB-GROUP
LETTER):

1. Does the catalog description reflect the course as it is currently delivered? Are changes in
the catalog description or course content needed? If so, identify needed changes.
There is no longer a lab or a lab fee required for the course. A specific focus on film and
television no longer exists (although references may be made within the context of class).
Therefore, the following course description is suggested.
SUGGESTED CHANGE: 490:002. The Theatrical Arts and Society - 3 hrs. Audienceoriented introduction to the dramatic arts. Attendance at Theatre UNI and UNI LYRIC
THEATRE productions required

2. In what ways does this course serve the purposes of this category?
A review of course syllabi from various Theatre faculty teaching the course between 2004-2007
reveal that a commonality exists between all of the courses in regards to course expectations.
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Each professor has a personal and unique approach regarding course methodology. All
approaches appear relevant to the material and course expectations.

3. Since the last category review, have changes in the relative emphasis of content areas
been made? If so, identify the changes.
Course content specifically focuses on theatre. Therefore, the recommendation to drop specific
references to television and film has been made.
It is recommended that the department form a Theatrical Arts and Society Course Committee.
Professors assigned to the course each semester will meet on a monthly basis to share ideas and
resources . A specific request is made to purchase and expand specific media examples that may
be utilized across sections ofthc course.

4. If multiple sections are offered, how is comparability of content and grading across
sections assessed and insured?
Sections of the course offered arc comparable in achieving desired course results. Comparability
in results is ensured through the course description. Specific content, approach, and experiences
vary by methodology and instructor. Monthly meetings will allow for comparative analysis and
discussion .

5. What arc the primary instructional methods used in the course? What typc(s) of student
activities are included in the course?
Lecture, discussion and experiential-learning activities are the traditional instructional methods.
Depending on the number of students enrolled in the course, students may be actively involved
in playwriting, acting, design and other theatre related exercises. Larger courses (sixty or more
students) typically arc lecture-based and are less likely to include hands-on activities

6. In what ways does this course help students develop the Liberal Arts Core proficiencies?
The course content, required performances, and extra-credit opportunities provides the students
with the necessary background to become informed observers, listeners, and critics of the fine art
works they attend, specifically theatre. Written feedback is a requirement and being able to
appreciate and yet critically analyze such performances is an important component of the course.
In addition, understanding the value of theatre and understanding its place as an integral
component of society and the quality oflife.

7. How is student achievement of the course objectives assessed?
Assessment is provided through the administration of quizzes and exams, in-class discussion and
activities, and student response papers to their attendance and viewing of mainstage plays
produced by Theatre UNI.
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8. What are considered to be the major strengths of the course? What are the major
weaknesses? What, if any, changes are needed?
Strengths: A specific strength of the course is the appeal of the material. Many Iowa high
school students have been exposed to theatre as an extra-curricular activity. Students are
introduced to the artistic elements that comprise the theatre, how theatre relates to their everyday
lives, and how theatre and theatrical performance is integral to society and their quality of life.
In time, an appreciation for the theatre artist and the art fonn arc created and the students learn a
vocabulary that enables them to assess, articulate and ultimately think critically regarding their
viewpoints as a theatre observer ..
Variety of course methodology is considered to be a strength. Each professor has the latitude to
create a syllabus that he or she believes may best support the material, activities, and
performances experienced during the semester. Because at its base theatre is an interdisciplinary
art form each section is unique in its offering, allowing each faculty member the opportunity to
teach to his or her strength and talent while retaining the overall control of course goals.
Weaknesses: Since the LAC review of2001, sections of Theatrical Arts and Society have had an
enrollment of between 30-90 students (excluding summer and Continuing Education offerings).
High student enrollment limits the opportunity for in-class experiential-learning opportunities
and often strands the class at a size that is between that which would be optimal for some
methods of instruction. Therefore, sections tend to utilize a lecture-style delivery. Although
such sections are informative and valuable, an alternative opportunity to experience the art form
may be gained by a more hands-on approach in smaller sections on a day-to-day basis.
Recommendation: A clearer demarcation between smaller, experiential classes of 20-30 and the
larger, lecture style size of 60 or more students would greatly increase the opportunity to clearly
communicate to prospective students the methods and activities that the class incorporates. It
would allow some interested students to experience elements oftheatre first-hand and therefore
increase the quality of the academic experience and allow others to participate through their
spectatorship.

9. Additional faculty, head, and/or dean concerns or comments.
It has been suggested that it may benefit the student body to have more than one LAC Theatre
option . One specific suggestion includes the development and offering of"Acting for Life".
This course (which has been successfully offered on an experimental basis in the past) is a life
enhancing course, which uses the skills and tools of acting to enrich the student's personal and
professional life.
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G. A SUMMARY OF THE CATEGORY REVIEW TEAM'S RESEARCH EXAMINING
STUDENT AND FACULTY PERCEPTIONS OF THE COURSE(S).
All students enrolled in LAC (Category 3A) during fall semester of 2007 were surveyed. This
committee established goals for the LAC 3A category and students were asked to rate their
experience in relation to those goals. Students were also asked to provide written comments.
The data collected from the survey is available in an appendix to this report. A review of the
survey data suggests the following:
1. Students gave an average score of slightly above neutral on all goals established for this LAC
category.
2. Written comments ranged from very negative ("waste of my time") to highly positive ("great
class").
Considering these two points, it becomes apparent that, while we may be somewhat successful at
achieving established goals, students do not universally agree on the value of those goals.
Comments such as "I'm an industrial technology major, I really don't have any interest
whatsoever of fine arts and don't like wasting my money on classes I shouldn't need to take" and
"I loved this class but as a biomedical major get annoyed with having to take time away from
studying my major to study for an LAC class that requires so much time as well" would seem to
indicate a more problematic issue regarding the value of a broad education. Comments such as
"I thought it was a waste of time. JfJ want to learn about Bach, I will look it up on the internet
instead of waste a semester and $80 on books getting my car drums damaged by blasting
classical music" point to an even deeper misunderstanding of the process of education.
While students may harbor these same feelings about the relevance of courses in other LAC
categories, the negativity of the written responses seems indicative of a greater cultural attitude
regarding the fine arts. Students seem to enter the classroom with a bit of a bias against the
content to be learned. Because pragmatic value is not easily apparent, the courses are labeled
frivolous. This very attitude should serve as ample justification as to why the fine arts should
continue to be an integral component of the LAC. If knowledge, understanding and appreciation
for creative thinking arc not embraced, we risk devolving from a university to something more
akin to a trade school.
Students from the survey were not exclusively negative. Positive comments such as "This
course in particular has opened my eyes to see the value in Theater and to understand its
importance during changing times" or "I really enjoyed the course and had a fun time learning
about the di ffcrcnt styles of music and how they originated" indicate that some students come to
the classroom with an open mind and arc ready to study and learn. A comment such as "I had
not thought that I would gain anything from this course, but I have already used the information
and ideas learned in this course in other courses I am taking" indicates that enlightenment can
truly occur within the LAC.
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While the value of a broad education may be espoused across campus, its implementation is not
universally embraced. The great majority of faculty in all departments seem far more focused on
the courses they deliver for their particular majors than they are on the LAC. Most departments
either rely on a small cadre of full-time faculty or adjuncts to teach LAC courses and the fine arts
classes are no exception. The unfortunate truth is that few faculty members tmly desire to teach
LAC courses. Many classes are so large that interaction with students becomes difficult. Some
faculty arc frustrated by the lack of interest shown by non-major students taking LAC classes.
Even though enlightenment sometimes occurs (such as the latter quote in the previous
paragraph), these bright spots arc easily dimmed by the dark cloud of negative comments and
attitudes expressed by students who arc not so open to the idea of learning about topics that do
not seem to have immediate value. For those teaching in the LAC category 3A, this can be
discouraging.
It is clear that the LAC needs an infusion of funding. Creating faculty lines dedicated solely to
the LAC is one idea that might be considered. Teaching many LAC classes requires a breadth of
knowledge and the ability to reference other fields of study in connection with the content at
hand. These skills arc necessary if students arc to establish meaningful connections with
disciplines other than the one they have chosen to study as a major.

H. AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE REVIEW AREA INCLUDING SUCCESSES
AND CHALLENGES AND SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS. THESE
RECOMMENDATIONS MAY INCLUDE SUCH THINGS AS IMPROVING
CONSISTENCY WITHIN THE REVIEW AREA, STAFFING, FACILITIES,
EQUIPMENT, MEETING STUDENT NEEDS, AREAS OF ON-GOING CONCERNS,
ETC.
There is little argument that current course content within the fine arts disciplines and required
attendance and written feedback regarding artistic and creative works on campus embraces
competencies 1 and 2 as noted in 200 l.
Competency 1: explain the nuances and meanings in a variety of artistic/creative works
Competency 2: explain and support the values of studying and understanding artistic
creative activity.
However, although the committee values such competencies, we suggest there may be greater
value in creating an inter-active collaborative, learning-centered opportunity for students
regarding the Fine Arts Liberal Arts Core offerings.
An examination of enrollment statistics, course syllabi and discussions with department LAC
course professors reveals that the majority of sections offered in the Fine Arts Liberal Arts Core
embrace a teaching-centered paradigm with a focus on lecture-oriented instructional practices
rather than a collaborative learning-centered paradigm. lf.the university wishes to increase the
quality of its fine arts liberal arts core offerings, a transition to a learning-centered paradigm may
need to be considered. Although there is value in gaining knowledge of an art form and
observing performances and attending exhibitions, we believe providing an option for students
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wishing to gain a true understanding of an art form within an active and collaborative
instructional environment should be considered. Smaller classes will greatly increase the
instructional options for a professor. However, we recognize that transitioning to and embracing
learning-centered instructional methods will not be easy and may not necessarily be the
appropriate teaching model for all classes within the LAC Fine Arts area.
It may be a fair perception to state that much of our student body appears to prefer a passive
approach to their education rather than a collaborative interactive classroom environment. Even
in lecture-oriented classes, discussion is often encouraged, yet with the exception of a handful of
students, many students arc hesitant to contribute to discussion.

In addition, some professors arc beginning to question the value of technology. As powerpoint
presentations and WEB CT have become a common practice in the classroom or an additional
component of the class, it may be that students are relying on the information presented only in
class or available through WEB CT rather than listening and being an active participant in the
class and reading the textbooks as assigned.
We recognize that offering smaller classes is most likely not a realistic option for all Fine Arts
LAC course offerings and doing so will require additional professors and ultimately additional
university financing. Therefore, we suggest the university seek out professors in the respective
departments willing to experiment with smaller classes and a learning-centered environment and
perhaps offer one section (with reduced enrollment) in each area as a Fine Arts LAC learningcentered pilot program. Should it become evident that the quality of the educational experience
has improved and students embrace such an environment, the University may then wish to seek
additional funding (e.g. grants) to eventually transition to a learning-centered academic
environment.
Finally, we suggest that it may benefit the University to offer learning-centered workshops for
professors across campus (whether they teach in the LAC or not). In addition, UNI may consider
the active recruitment of professors already proficient in creating learning-centered environments
in order that the University as a whole may slowly transition to such an environment and
ultimately adapt to the needs of the student in the 21 51 century.

***
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TO:
Susan Wurtz, Chair of the Faculty Senate
FROM: Siobahn Morgan, LACC Coordinator
DATE: January 26,2010
RE: Request to add 200:030 "Dynamics of Human Development" to Category 5B ofthe
Liberal Arts Core
The Liberal Arts Core Committee is asking that the Faculty Senate approve the
inclusion of the course 200:030 Dynamics of Human Development to Category SB of
the Liberal Arts Core.

Background:
The Liberal Arts Core Committee voted on January 22, 2010 to approve the inclusion of
200:030 "Dynamics of Human Development" to Category 58 ofthe Liberal Arts Core
for those programs that require the course. During the approval process the College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences and the Department of Psychology were consulted.
There were concerns raised about the inclusion of the course by the Dean ofCSBS and
the Category Coordinating Committee of the college. The benefits of including the
course i'nto the LAC were also noted, particularly the freeing up of electives for various
education majors who are required to complete the course and the general demand on
courses in Category 5.
As a course currently required for various education majors it is suggested that the
following language be used in advising information -

Education students may use 200:030 to substitute for one course in category 5B.
This statement should be placed after the current statement concerning the economics
course.
A copy of the proposal for inclusion of the course into the LAC is included along with
several recently used course syllabi.

Liberal Arts Core Course Proposal
Department:_Educational Psychology & Foundations

Date:01/15/2010

Category in approved Liberal Arts Core: 58
Course title: Dynamics of Human Development
Credit Hours: 3

Class size: 35

Course Description:
Introduction to behavioral characteristics of individual development; basic developmental
principles, age-stage characteristics ; and provisions community, family and school make in the
development of children and youth .
Course Objectives:
1) Students will understand basic developmental principles and the manner in which genetic and
environmental factors interact
2) Students will gain an understanding of the ways in which development is influenced by historical
and cultural contexts
3) Students will be able to identify and describe the behavioral characteristics that are associated
with physical, cognitive , social, and emotional development, and the educational growth
potentials and limitations resulting from such change
4) Students will understand how factors such as the family, peer group, school , and mass media act
as facilitators or inhibitors of the development of children and adolescents
5) Students will gain an appreciation for individual differences in human development
6) Students will gain an understanding of the strengths and limitations of research methods used to
study human development
7) Students will apply their understanding of the nature of human development in different domains
and the factors affecting developmental processes to practical classroom oriented situations

Relationship of course objectives to the objectives of the Liberal Arts Core Category in which it will be
located :
Liberal Arts Core Category (5) Objectives

"The social science component of the Liberal Arts Core should contribute to our students' knowledge and
understanding of:

(1) themselves as unique human beings and their interpersonal relationships and the pluralistic culture in
which they live. Aligned Course Objective: 1, 2, 3, 5
(2) the complex interactions that develop among individuals, science and technology, and their social
and natural environments Aligned Course Objective 4
(3) the principal way in which social science advances knowledge is through the systematic study of
human behavior utilizing scientific methods. Aligned Course Objective 6

Page 2.
Intended role of proposed course within category (check one):
a.

Only course submitted for meeting the requirements.

b.

A course submitted as part of a sequence or cluster which as a sequence or
cluster meet the requirements of an area.

_X_ c.
d.

One of several courses, any one of which will satisfy the area requirement.
Other- explain: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Departments/faculty consulted: Psychology

List all faculty teaching this course and for each faculty attach a course syllabus.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Suzanne Freedman, PhD (University of Wisconsin)
Deborah Deemer, PhD (University of Minnesota)
Kerri Clopton, PhD (Texas A&M University)
Michael Fanelli, EdD (University of Illinois)
Kathryn East, EdD (University of Northern Iowa)

Suzanne Freedman

273-2483

Faculty Signature

Phone

Rahdi AI-Mabuk

273-2609

Department Head Signature

Phone

Bill Callahan

273-2717

College Dean Signature

Phone

Rev. 10119101
Rev. 1/17102

Syllabus for Dynamics of Human Development 200:030
Spring Term 2010 Sections 1, 5 & 8
Professor's Information
Dr. Michael Fanelli
653 Schindler Education Center
(319) 273-2027; Home (319) 277-2882; Cell (319) 290-6446
Fanclli@uni.edu
Office Hours: Monday and Wednesday, 12:00-1:00 p.m. or by appointment
Text: Siegler, R ., Deloache, J., & Eisenberg, N. 2006. How Children Develop, second edition.
New York: Worth Publishers .
Course Description
Introduction to behavioral characteristics of individual development; basic developmental
principles, age-stage characteristics; and provisions community, family, and school make in the
development of children and youth.
Major Learning Outcomes/Objectives or Course Goals
After completing this course, students will be able to use insights from developmental theory and
research to better understand, relate to, and educate children and adolescents. Additionally, after
satisfactory completion of this course students will be prepared to take the second course in the
educational core sequence. Specifically, students will:
I. Gain a broad knowledge of historical, cultural, philosophical, and psychological
perspectives and their significance to the study of human development.
2. Understand basic developmental principles and the manner in which biological and
environmental factors interact.
3. Be able to identify and describe the behavioral characteristics, which are associated with
physical, cognitive, and emotional development.
4. Understand how factors such as the family, peer group, school, and mass media act as
facilitators or inhibitors of the development of children and adolescents.
5. Gain an appreciation for individual differences in human development.
6. Be able to apply their understanding of both the nature of human development in
different domains and the factors affecting developmental processes to practical
classroom-oriented situations.
7. Gain an understanding of the ways in which methods for studying child and adolescent
development are defined by historical and contemporary scientific research (cognitive
neuroscience, epigenetics, and behavioral genetics). The advantages and weaknesses of
the steps of the scientific method, observations, surveys, and case studies in
developmental research will be cited and examined throughout the semester.
8. Understand how frameworks of human development can guide the teacher's
understanding of student development in multiple domains (e.g., physical, cognitive,
psychosocial). We will examine how the course content provides summative information
on intelligence and academic achievement in the learning setting.

The course in context
Greetings and welcome to The Dynamics of Human Development. In this course, you will
consistently consider development within the context of family, culture, community, school,
socioeconomic status, and student characteristics. As the course progresses you will further
understand and focus on the importance of fostering collaborative relationships within the home,
educational environment, and the larger community as a means of promoting motivation,
learning and emotional growth.
Please use your current knowledge of human development based on your prior experiences,
beliefs, and current personal views both to reflect on the actions of teaching and learning as well
as challenge the context, content, and pedagogy introduced in this course. This course is neither a
liberal arts core course nor a course in a major. In some ways, the course will be like a liberal
arts core course because we will be address issues of development broadly. In other ways, the
course will be like a majors course because we will also be emphasizing applications of what you
have learned to your core curricular area. Because the majority of students plan to be teachers,
there will be particular emphasis on applications of material that are important to being an
effective, reflective, and nurturing educator.
However, because almost everyone will also work with children and adolescents in other roles,
we will also consider applications relevant to being a parent, close family member, special
counselors, coaches, mentors, and so on. Because children and adolescents change in many ways
as they grow older, it will be most helpful if you understand the dynamics of development from
conception through adolescence, rather than simply and singularly understanding the
development of just young children, or just elementary children, or just adolescents.
This is the first course in the educational sequence for teacher education students. Completing
this course satisfactorily allows students to advance in the professional education sequence.
Students will gain knowledge about theories and research related to the three domains of
development - physical, cognitive, and psychosocial - from conception through adolescence.
Students will learn how nature, environment, culture, and ethnicity all impact development.
General Expectations
Class Participation: Students are expected to participate in class discussions, whether they are
conducted in small or large groups. Students in this course are assumed to have the ability and
interest to facilitate and engage in inquiry-based discussion, to prepare for these discussions by
reading and evaluating professional research as assigned, and to take responsibility and initiative
for their learning. Students arc also expected to be tolerant and respectful of others' views.

Class Attendance: Students are expected to attend class promptly and regularly. Attendance will
be taken at each class.
Note: If you have unexcused absences from two consecutive classes your grade will drop one
letter grade; the third consecutive unexcused absence you will be dropped another letter grade, a
fourth consecutive absence from the course. You will forfeit 15 points for each unexcused
absence. Please note it is your responsibility to notify me of your absence. Absences due to
illness for more than one class period must be documented with a medical excuse.
Course Requirements & Assessment

The final grade in this course will be based on:
( l) Scheduled chapter tests
(2) Essay paper
(3) Class participation and discussions
(4) Small-group project/presentation
(5) Regular and prompt attendance
Scheduled Tests: The tests will be administered at the dates listed below (see last page of this
syllabus). Test items will be based on the assigned chapters in the text, handout
articles/materials, lecture presentations, video and visual presentations and material covered in
class participations. Make up tests will be given for excused absences only.
Expect three types of questions: factual or conceptual, compare and contrast, and applied. An
example of a factual or conceptual question is defining a term or a concept such as cognition,
zone of proximal development. A compare-and-contrast question can be in the following form:
one commonality between Freud and G. Stanley Hall is ...
The applied questions have traditionally been the most challenging. These types of items
examine how well you have grasped a certain idea, concept, or theory and the extent to which
you are able to apply it in a particular context or situation. So, learn to go beyond the facts and
definitions of terms, concepts, and theories and stretch your mind by reflecting on what they
mean or how they operate in real life.
Mid-term topical/research paper: The topical paper (100 points) is designed to be similar in
format and content to questions you may find on your weekly tests. The topic will incorporate
the materials from the test, discussions, handout materials covered in class, as well as additional
resources you will research at the library and on suggested websites. The purpose of the
assignment is to:
1. Develop topical knowledge by examining and collecting data.
2. Subject the data to analysis.
3. Interpret, provide insights, understanding, assessments and conclusions (causes and effects).
In the final analysis you need to address the questions:
A. Has the subject/theory discussed influenced the fields of child development and
education?
B. If so, how has it influenced the practice of them?
The papers are to be typed, double spaced, 12 point Times New Roman font, and footnoted in
MLA style. The length of the essay should be no less than eight pages. The paper is due on the
designated day as noted in the syllabus by 5:00pm. A late paper will be lowered a letter grade
each day after the due date. Please notify me of any situation that would necessitate your
submitting the paper past the due date. This should either be a medical or family
emergency.

Small-Group Research Final Exam Project/Presentation: Small groups consisting of3 to 6
students will each conduct a developmental analysis outline on a selected person who
exemplifies one of the domains of development: physical, social, cognitive or spiritual. Among
the areas to be researched are: family background, period of time in which person was born and
lived, family size and siblings, type and size of dwelling, what parents did for a living, birth
experience, early childhood influences, type of family and parenting, extended family members,
schooling, subjects emphasized and excelled in, experiences with peers and friends, hobbies and
interests, mentors, work disposition, major factors that influenced the person's life, finding· a
theory to analyze person's life events, implications. You will have an opportunity to share your
analysis with the rest ofthe class toward the end of the semester. This assignment is worth 80
points. Attendance is mandatory to receive the project points
Extra Credit Project: Piaget's testing for conservation of substance appropriate to age levels:
preschool through 9 years.
Procedure: In testing for conservation of substance, two identical quantities of a substance are
presented to a child, who agrees that the quantities are equal. One quantity then is changed in
shape, and the child is asked whether the two quantities are still the same.
Subjects: May be chosen from students in the field experience class with the approval of the
cooperating teacher, Price Laboratory School students, or members of your extended family.
A sign-up sheet for intention to participate and more information about this project will be given
when Piaget development theories are presented in class. This assignment is worth 80 points.
Note: Student must have at least a C average in the course in order to get credit for the Piaget
project. In other words, credit for this project cannot be used to raise a failing grade to a passing
grade.

Summary of Course Requirements
• Weekly Tests and Class Discussions = Approximately 400-500 points
• Research Essay = 100 points each
• Group Presentation = 80 points
• Total points possible (without extra credit project) = 680-700 points
• Extra Credit Project= 60 points
Grade Distribution
93-100%
A
90-92%
AB+
87-89%
83-86%
B
B80-82%
C+
77-79%

c
73-76%
70-72%
CD+
67-69%
63-66%
D
060-62%
Less than 59% F

OUTLINE OF WEEKLY LECTURE TOPICS AND TEST SCHEDULE
P = Presentation, GD = Group Discussion, WT =Weekly Test

DATE TOPIC

CHAPTER

FORMAT

Week #I
1/ 12
1/14

Introduction to Course, Dynamics of Human Development
Chapter I Introduction to Child Development
Intro to Child Development

p

lntro to Child Development
lntro to Child Development

P,GD
P,GD

Week#l
1/ 19
1/21

Week #3
1/26
1/28

Prenatal Development/Biology & Behavior
Prenatal Development/Biology & Behavior

2&3
2&3

P, WTCh. I
P,GD

The Family
The Family

12
12

P, WT Ch. 2 & Ch. 3
P,GD

Peer Relationships
Peer Relationships

13
13

P, WTCh. 12
P,GD

Moral Development
Moral Development

14
14

P, WTCh. 13
P,GD

10 & 11
10 & 11

P,GD
P,GD

4
4

P,GD,
P,GD

4
4

P, GDWTCH. 4
P,GD

4

4

P,GD
P, GD

6

P, WTCH. 4

Week #4
2/2
2/4

Week#5
2/9
2/11

Week #6
2/16
2/18

Week#8
2/23
2/25

Emotional Development/Attachment to Others
Emotional Development/Attachment to Others

Week #9
2/2
3/4

Theories of Cognitive Development
Theories of Cognitive Development

Week #10
3/9
3111

Theories of Cognitive Development
Theories of Cognitive Development

3/ 16
3/ 18

Spring Break
Spring Break

Week #II
3/23
3/225

Theories of Cognitive Development
Theories of Cognitive Development

Week#/2
3/30

Development of Language & Symbol Use

4/1

Development of Language & Symbol Usc

p

6

Week#/3
4/6
Intelligence & Academic Achievement
8
4/8
Intelligence & Academic Achievement
8
Last 15 minutes of class groups meet for final presentation project

P,
P, GD

FRIDAY 4/9 SEMESTER TERM ESSAY DUE BY 5:00P.M., RM. 617, SEC
Week #14
Intelligence & Academic Achievement
8
4/13
Theories of Social Development
9
4/ 15
Last 15 minutes, groups meet for final presentation project
Week#JS
4/20
Theories of Social Development
4/22
Theories of Social Development

P,
P,GD

P, GD, WT CH. 8
P,GD

9
9

Week #16
4/27
Children/Adolescents on Different Developmental Paths
4/29
Children/Adolescents on Different Developmental Paths

Articles
Articles

P,WT
P,GD

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE/GROUP PROJECT PRESENTATION DATES
SECTION 1 --Wednesday, May 5, 2010

8:00a.m.- 10:00 a.m.

SECTION 5 --Thursday, May 6, 2009

10:00 a.m.- 12:00 p.m. Noon

SECTION 8 --Thursday, May 6, 2009

1:00 p.m.- 2:00p.m.

INTASC [Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium] +
Technology Standards. The INT ASC standards are principles for preparing beginning
teachers. They reflect knowledge, performances, and dispositions needed to successfully
teach today's P- 12 students. Included are:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

I o.

11.

Knowledge of subject matter and how to make it accessible to students;
Understanding of how to foster learning and development;
Ability to create learning experiences adapted to the needs of diverse learners;
Use of teaching strategies that foster critical thinking, problem solving, and high
levels ofperformance;
Ability to create a positive, purposeful learning environment;
Knowledge of how to foster effective communication and collaboration in the
classroom;
Ability to plan instruction based on subject matter, students, curriculum goals, and
the community context;
Understanding and skilled use of a wide array of assessment strategies;
Ability to reflect on, evaluate, and improve teaching and learning;
Ability to collaborate with colleagues and parents to support student learning;
Integrates the computer and other high and low technology into teacher
preparation, classroom teaching activities, assessment and/or documentation.

Portfolio Sample: Evidence Supporting INT ASC Principles As They Are
Interpreted and Practiced In a Classroom Management Program
INT ASC Principles
1.

The teacher understands the central concepts,
tools ofinquily, and structure of the disciplines he
or she teaches and can create learning
experiences that make these aspects of the subject
matter meaningful to the students.

.
•
•

2.

3.

The teacher understands how children learn and
develop, and can provide learning opportunities
that support their intellectual, social, and personal
development.

•
•
•

.
.

The teacher understands how students differ in
their approaches to learning and creates
instructional opportunities that are adapted to
diverse learners.

•
•
•

7

Sample Evidence
Lesson plans that correlate with state
curriculum and show state and/or district
curriculum goals and objectives;
Units of study (integrated, and
interdisciplinary)
Inquiry lesson plans: lessons built around a
central question
Lesson plans: any subject
Manipulatives used: tangible items that
explain concepts used in math
Photos: of students, activities, or group
work
Developmental checklists: usually done in
early childhood programs showing growth
of students
Differentiated lesson plans showing how
assignments and strategies are changed or
extended to meet needs of all learners.
Videos of students' perfonnances:
speeches, projects, etc.
Learning centers: Self managed work
centers set up around tables or desks where
students investigate in a particular area
Bulletin boards: artistic work around a
theme on a flat wall board

4.

The teacher understands and uses a variety of
instructional strategies to encourage students'
development ofcritical thinking, problem solving
and pe1jormance skills.

• Videos showing higher order questioning,

.
•

5.

The teacher uses an understanding of individual
and group motivation and behavior to create a
learning environment that encourages positive
social interaction, active engagement in learning,
and self-motivation.

•
•
•
•

.
6.

The teacher uses knowledge of effective verbal,
nonverbal, and medial communication techniques
to foster active inquiry, collaboration, and
supportive interaction in the classroom.

7.

The teacher plans instruction based on knowledge
ofsubject matter, students, the community, and
curriculum goals.

8.

The teacher understandf and uses formal and
il!formal assessment strategies to evaluate and
ensure the continuous intellectual, social, and
physical development of the learner.

•
•

.
•
.
•
•
•
•

9.

The teacher is a reflective practitioner who
continually evaluates the ef{ects of his or her
choices and actions on others (~tudents, parents,
and other professionals in the learning
community) and who actively seeks out
opportunities to grow professionally

.
.
•

.
•
•

8

activities, and assessments
Explanation of grouping procedures: write
up explaining the levels in the classroom
and how critical thinking is done with all
students
Collection of pre- and posttest data showing
how students did prior to and after a lesson,
concCQt, skill, or unit is tattght
Procedures and rules for classroom
management
Examples of ability to organize and manage
time, space and activities conducive to
learning
Incentive system: student rewards
Parent communication: letters, notes, phone
calls, progress reports
Cooperative activities: lesson plans and
pictures that document how students work
together cooperatively
Video: teaching, showing motivation and
communication
Student evaluations: information from
students about classroom environment and
teaching
Lesson plans showing uses of technology
Unit plans: a series oflessons around a
concept or central theme
Short-term and long-tenn objectives:
specific outcomes for each day, week,
month, or year.
Fom1al tests: standardized test scores for
classroom or school
Work samples: student work showing a
variety of students' abilities and types of
assessments done in the class
Writing samples; students' writing
Authentic work products: projects,
products, and other real-life work done by
students
Records of student and parent conferences:
logs, records and team logs of conferences
Attendance at professional meetings and
presentations: programs, handouts, or
materials received at professional meetings
Attendance at workshops: Staff
development agendas
Articles read or reviewed: summary of
articles read, especially with ideas that are
implemented
Committee Work: list of committees served
while at school
Volunteer hours: work done with students
on "own time" and other contributions to the

•
10.

The teacher foster relationships with school
colleagues, parents, and agencies in the larger
community to support students ' learning and well
being.

•
•
•

school at large, beyond the regular work day
Journals: personal journals about one's
teaching experience
Home visits: logs or records of home visits
Knowledge of community agencies:
summaries or explanations oflinks between
agencies and students and schools
Parent communication: sample letters and
logs

All information included in the table was taken from:
Bullock, A.A., Hawk, P.P. (2005). Developing a teaching portfolio: A guide for preservice and practicing
teachers. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson/Merrill Prentice Hall.
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Dynamics of Human Development (200:030 Fall 2009)
Section 3 MWF 10-10:50
Section 4 MWF 11-11:50
Section 9 MWF 1-1:50
Schindler Education Center 422

Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
Email:
Office Hours:

Katheryn East
SEC 651
273-6789
eastk@uni.edu
MWF 9-10 TTH 10-12

Required Reading:
Siegler, R., Deloache, J., & Eisenberg, N. (2006). How children develop, second
edition. New York: Worth.
Galla hue

Course Description
Introduction to behavioral characteristics of individual development; basic
developmental principles, age-stage characteristics; and provisions community,
family, and school make in the development of children and youth.

Putting 200:030 into Context

Welcome to Dynamics of Human Development (200:030)! This course is
designed to help students who want to work with children and/or adolescents
understand important basic aspects of development from birth through
adolescence. Understanding development can help you be a better teacher,

parent, coach, mentor, or friend to a child or adolescent. Because children
change in many ways as they grow older, it will be most helpful if you
understand development from birth through adolescence, rather than
simply understanding the development of just young children, or just
elementary children, or just adolescents.
The majority of students taking this class plan to become K-12 school
teachers; however, the course is also taken by students seeking to become
coaches, speech pathologists, social workers, family service personnel, and
childcare providers. Because students with so many different interests take
the course, we try to meet everyone's needs and interests as well as
possible, while keeping in mind almost all of you will end up working with
closely children and adolescents in many different ways, that is, as parents,
aunts, uncles, family friends, mentors, or neighbors. Thus, our goal is to help
each of you become at least reasonably familiar with development in all age
groups from birth through age 18; consequently we cannot help you develop
a high level of expertise about any single age group (early childhood, or
elementary age, or adolescents). That said, .we generally place more
emphasis upon development during the elementary and secondary school
years (children and adolescents from age 6-18). If you want to develop real
expertise, you will need to add an advanced course to your plan of study.

Course Learning Goals

1. Understand the major developmental concepts, theories, and age-stage
characteristics typical of the physical growth and motor development,
cognitive and language development, and socio-emotional development and
relevant implications for educational practice. This goal aligns with INTASC*
Principle 2 (K2 & K3), and Principle 6 (K1, K2 & K3).
2. Understand the range of variability possible in physical growth and motor
development, cognitive and language development, and socio-emotional
development and relevant implications for educational practice. This goal
aligns with INTASC* Principle 2 (K2 & K3), Principle 3 (K2, K3), and Principle
6 (K1, K2 & K3).
3. Understand the major contextual factors that influence both typical and
atypical development among children and youth and relevant implications for
educational practice. This goal aligns with INTASC* Principle 3 (K4 & KS) and
Principle 10 (K2).
4. Understand the strengths and limitations of research methods used to study
human development
* See bottom of this syllabus for the INTASC principles. A complete version of these
principles and their associated knowledge, performance, and disposition benchmarks
can be found at this website:
http://www.uni.edu/teached/_downloads/INTASCstandards.pdf

Dispositions & Behaviors Expected of All Students

•

•

•

Careful and thoughtful completion of assigned readings and activities prior to
attending class, including close monitoring of your email for important classrelated announcements and materials
Thoughtful and wholehearted engagement with class activities at each session
Wholehearted acceptance of your complete responsibility for your own
learning
Tolerance, patience, and persistence when faced with ambiguity or
uncertainty
Timely initiative in seeking appropriate assistance from the instructor or other
student support services

Course Requirements (Instructor reserves the right to change assignments based
on class participation and preparedness)
Quizzes- Students will complete online multiple choice quizzes at the end of each
chapter. Each quiz needs to be complete before the class period on the date
indicated .
Students need to log on to the textbook website (text book site) to take each quiz.
You must include your instructor's email (eastk@uni.edu) to have the quiz grade
submitted for credit. The best 9 quiz grades will count towards the final grade.
(5% of final grade)

Application Outlines- There will be 3 take-home assignments that will require
application of the course material. Student responses will be submitted electronically
via google docs before the beginning of class on the date due. Assignments must be
typed and double-spaced. Bring a copy to class. All out of class assignments will be
submitted via google docs. You can get a google docs account by going to
http://docs.google.com .
(30% of final grade)

Group Application- Using individual application papers in groups during class and
each group will create their best response to the application question. Bring a copy
of your individual application outline to class.
(9% of final grade)

Exams- There will three unit exams during the semester.
(36% of final grade)
Learning Assignments- Students will complete one set of choice learning
assignment from the list provided for each course unit period. These assignments are
intended to increase content knowledge and application skills. These assignments are
due before the unit exam.
(10% of final grade)

Other Assignments (including attendance)- There may be additional in and out
of class assignments throughout the semester. In-class assignments cannot be made
up. Please consult with the instructor prior to necessary absences. Missing more than

two class days begins to have a negative impact on your grade.
(10% of final grade)

Final Grade Calculation
The total points from the exam and assignments will be accumulated to arrive at a
percentage and assigned a letter grade according to the following scale:
A
AB+
B

93%+
90-92%
87- 89%
83-86%
80-82%
77-79%

8-

C+

c
cD+
D
DF

73-76%
70 -73%
67-69%
63-66%
60-62%
59% or less

Other Course Information

Preparation for Class: In order for this course to be a success, all students need
to be prepared for every class and willing to participate fully in class discussion.
Class content and discussion will build on the content from prior classes (nothing
gets left behind--our work is cumulative) and the current day's readings.
Attendance: Every class period is important! For your learning you will attend class
and actively participate in discussion and activities. Students are responsible for all
information, including assignments, from every class.
Assignments and Due Dates: Assignments are due at the beginning of class on
the date indicated in the syllabus. All assignments are to be turned in via google
docs. All late assignments lose 10% of the total possible points for each day they are
past due up. Late assignments will be accepted up to one week past the due date.
In-class assignments/cases can not be made up. Missing more than two class days
begins to have a negative impact on your grade.
Academic Assistance
You are encouraged to utilize the Academic Learning Center's free assistance with
writing, reading, and learning strategies:
•

•

The Writing Center offers one-on-one writing assistance open to all UNI
undergraduate and graduate students. Writing Assistants offer strategies for
getting started, citing and documenting, and editing your work. Visit the
Online Writing Guide at www.uni.edu/unialc/writingcenter/ and schedule an
appointment at 008 ITTC or 319-273-2361.
The Reading and Learning Center provides the Ask-a-Tutor program,
consultations with the reading specialist, and free, four-week, non-credit
courses in Speed Reading, Effective Study Strategies, PPST-Reading and GREVerbal. Visit http://www.uni .edu/unialc/ and 008 ITTC or call 319-273-2361.

Turnitin: Turnitin is a good tool for checking the originality of your writing. Students
may access turnitin with the information provided in class (ID and password). A link
to information about using turnitin is available on the Turnitin homepaqe.
Dishonesty I Plagiarism: These will not be tolerated. Engaging in such
unprofessional behavior will at the least result in a Notice of Concern being filed.
Please see 3.01 Academic Ethics/Discipline (UNI's ethics policv).
Special Needs: The University of Northern Iowa adheres to the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act. Students who need special accommodations in this
course should contact Dr. Clopton as soon as possible. UNI's Office of Disability
Services is located at 103 Student Health Center.
Extra Credit: Extra credit in this class can be earned by coming to my office to visit
about class content. These visits are of benefit to both of us because they allow us
to get to know each other and discuss course content and activities. Such discussions.
help us both to learn. Visits to check on your grade or an assignment without
substantive discussion of course content do receive extra credit. I hope that each of
you will take the opportunity to earn some extra credit. I look forward to individual
discussions with each of you!
There are occasionally events on campus which you can attend for extra credit.
These event as well as what you need to do to earn credit are found at this link:
Extra Credit Opportunities, Sp 2009.
You can also earn extra credit for suggesting useful in-class activities for learning the
content of the course. To do this you need to submit your idea via email and meet
with me to discuss how it might work.
Each visit or event is worth one point of extra credit. These points are added to your
grade at the end of the semester, but cannot change your grade more than one third
of a grade (B- to B orB to B+).
*Renaissance Standards (INTASC [Interstate New Teacher Assessment and
Support Consortium] + Technology Standards) are principles for preparing
beginning teachers. They reflect knowledge, performances, and dispositions needed
to successfully teach today's P- 12 students . Included are:
1. Knowledge of subject matter and how to make it accessible to students;
2. Understanding of how to foster learning and development;
3. Ability to create learning experiences adapted to the needs of diverse
learners;
4. Use of teaching strategies that foster critical thinking, problem solving, and
high levels of performance;
5. Ability to create a positive, purposeful learning environment;
6. Knowledge of how to foster effective communication and collaboration in the
classroom;
7. Ability to plan instruction based on subject matter, students, curriculum
goals, and the community context;
8. Understanding and skilled use of a wide array of assessment strategies;
9. Ability to reflect on, evaluate, and improve teaching and learning;

10. Ability to collaborate with colleagues and parents to support student learning;
11. Integrates the computer and other high and low technology into teacher
preparation, classroom teaching activities, assessment and/or documentation

Each standard has additional subgoals. A pdf of the full standards can be found at
INTASC UNI.
Tentative Schedule
Date

Topic

8/24
Agenda

Getting Started

8/26
Agenda
Kather~n's

'

Syllabus Quiz
Enduring Themes {1-3)

Thoughts
8/28
Agenda
Memo
Kather~n's

Thoughts on
Enduring
Themes and
their
Imglications
for Practice
8/31
Agenda
Class
self-evaluation

Enduring Themes ( 4-7)
Time/Study discussion

Addressing
Normative information (ht/wt data)
Consumer of Research

9/2
Agenda

What You are about to Learn

9/4
Agenda

Contexts and complexity of development

Labor Day
9/9

Prenatal Development
The womb Part One

9/11

Prenatal Development
The womb Part Two

9/14

Ecological Theories

Agenda

9/16
Agenda

Answer
Section 3
Section 4
Section 9
Attachment
Answer
Section 3
Section 4
Section 9

9/18
Agenda

Brain

9/21
Agenda

What's normal?
Section 3
Section 4
Section 9

9/23
Agenda

Physical growth and motor development

9/25

Agenda

ResQonse to
One Minute
PaQers

9/28

Brain

AQQiication#1
The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)allows employees to balance their work and
family life by taking reasonable unpaid leave for certain family and medical reasons.
The act requires (most) employers to allow a parent to take up to 12 weeks off work
in a 12 month periods to care for a newborn or a new child (adoption or foster care) i
their family. Is the 12-weeks indicated by the FMLA developmentally adequate?
(Retrieved 8/8/09 from http://www.dol.gov/esa/whd/regs/compliance/1421.htm)
Section 3
Section 4
Section 9

9/30
Agenda

Test #1
Discussion of most missed exam guestions

10/2
Agenda

Pia get

10/5
Agenda

Information Processing

10/7
Agenda

Piaget & Information Processing

10/9
Agenda

Vygotsky

10/12

Piaget, Information Processing & Vygotsky

Agenda

Good Answer

10/14 Agenda

Perception
Good Answer

10/16
Agenda

Motor Development

10/19
Agenda

Motor Development
Dynamic System 1 Good Answer
Dynamic System 2 Good Answer

10/21
Agenda

Study abroad
Brain
Pretty Good Answer

10/23 Agenda Learning and Cognition
10/26 Agenda How language is learned
10/28 Agenda

10/30

Process of language acquisition
Bilingualism
Application 2
One of the goals of Obama 's education plan is to help our most at-risk children to
succeed in school. To do this they are proposing longer school days or longer school
years to provide additional learning time to close the achievement gap. A $200 millio,
grant program will provide support for districts to provide this additional learning timt
Is this a developmentally appropriate approach for increasing learning?
(Retrieved 8/8/09 from www.barackobama.com/pdf/issues/PreK12EducationFactSheet)
Now that Obama is elected this has been moved to:
http://www. barackobama .com/pdf/issues/PreK-12EducationFactSheet.pdf
The pertinent section is on page 10.
Section 3 Group Applications
Section 4 Group Applications
S~~tiQn

2 ~rQUR

AQpli~Sl~iQn~

11/2

Test 2
Study Guide

11/4 Agenda

Psychoanalytic theories
Erikson
Whariki 11L04L09

11/6 Agenda

Emotional Development

11/9

Regulation of emotion

11/11Agenda

Regulation of emotion

Concept of self
11/13 Agenda Adolescent identity
Identity development
11/16

Moral Development

AQQiication 3
Current federal efforts encourage schools to organize themselves for greater
success by developing stronger relationships among adults and children a/on
with more adaptive teaching. How do these proposals align with what we know about
the social and emotional development of children? (Information retrieved 8/8/09 fron

www ~ barackobama .com/pdf/issues/PreK-12EducationFactSheet)
1. Redesigned Schools
a. Reorganization: Obama will support federal efforts to continue to

encourage schools to organize themselves for greater success by
developing stronger relationships among adults and students, a more
engaging curriculum, more adaptive teaching, and more opportunities for
teachers to plan and learn together.

11/18 Agenda

(Information retrieved 11/16/09
from http://www. a mericanthi nker .com/2008/03/obamas_national_public_educati. htm
Section 3
Section 4
Section 9

11/20

Test 3
Studt Guide

Thanksgiving
Break

11/30 Agenda

Pro-social Behavior
Group Test

12/2

Class evaluation
Peers

12/4

Peers

12/7

Family

12/9

Family

.
. .
Fmal Schedule Apphcat1on

Section

3

Day/Time

Assignment

MONDAY 12/14 1011:50

Bring a copy of your
individual application
outline draft to class.
Your individual outline is
due to me via google
docs by 11:59 on 12/17.

TUESDAY 12/15 1011:50

4

9

.

.

.

Bring a copy of your
individual application
outline draft to class.
Your individual outline is
due to me via google
docs by 11:59 on 12/17.

Bring a copy of your
individual application
outline draft to class.
TUESDAY 12/15 12-1:50
Your individual outline is
due to me via google
docs by 11:59 on 12/17.

Fmal Apphcat1on

Obesity-related health spending has reached $147 billion a year. "President Obama
and I are committed to delivering a health care system that provides all Americans
with better quality and lower costs. And fighting obesity is at the heart of both of
these goals," said Health and Human Service Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, "Reducing
obesity -- especially for children -- would be one of the biggest steps we could take
towards this better health future."
What would a developmentally appropriate approach for reducing obesity in children
look like?
(Retrieved 8/8/09 from
http://www .cnsnews.com/PUBLIC/Content/ Article.aspx?rsrcid=51675)
Grades

Section 3

Grades 9/15/09
Grades 10/06/09
Midterm Grades 10/13/09
Grades 10/24/09
Grades 11/04/09
Grades 11/12/09
Grades 11L30
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Dynamics of Human Development (200:030)
Tuesday and Thursday 8-9:15 am
Schindler Education Center 422
Fall2009

Instructor:
Office:
Phone:
Email:
Office Hours:

Kcrri L. Clopton, Ph.D.
SEC 627
273-7940
kcrri .c lopton((/),un i.cdu
Tuesday 2-3 pm, Thursday 10-11 am, and by appointment

Required Reading:
Siegler, R., DeLoache, J. , & Eisenberg, N. (2006). How children develop. second edition. New
York: Worth.
Course Description : Introduction to behavioral characteristics of individual development; basic
developmental principles, age-stage characteristics; and provisions community, family, and school make
in the development of children and youth.
Putting 200:030 into Context
Welcome to Dynamics of Human Development (200:030)! This course is designed to help students who
want to work with children and/or adolescents understand important basic aspects of development from
birth through adolescence. Understanding development can help you be a better teacher, parent, coach,
mentor, or friend to a child or adolescent. Because children change in many ways as they grow older, it
will be most helpful if you understand development from birth through adolescence, rather than simply
understanding the development of just young children, or just elementary children, or just adolescents.
The majority of students taking this class plan to become K-12 school teachers; however, the course is
also taken by students seeking to become coaches, speech pathologists, social workers, family service
personnel, and childcare providers. Because students with so many different interests take the course, we
try to meet everyone's needs and interests as well as possible, while keeping in mind almost all of you
will end up working with closely children and adolescents in many different ways, that is, as parents,
aunts, uncles , family friends, mentors, or neighbors. Thus, our goal is to help each of you become at least
reasonably familiar with development in all age groups from birth through age 18; consequently we
cannot help you develop a high level of expertise about any single age group (early childhood, or
elementary age, or adolescents). That said, we generally place more emphasis upon development during
the elementary and secondary school years (children and adolescents from age 6-18). lfyou want to
develop real expertise, you will need to add an advanced course to your plan of study.
Course Learning Goals
1.

Understand the major developmental concepts, theories, and age-stage characteristics typical of the
physical growth and motor development, cognitive and language development, and socio-emotional
development and relevant implications for educational practice. This goal aligns with INT ASC*
Principle 2 (K2 & K3), and Principle 6 (Kl, K2 & K3).
2. Understand the range of variability possible in physical growth and motor development, cognitive and
language development, and socio-emotional development and relevant implications for educational
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practice. This goal aligns with INTASC* Principle 2 (K2 & K3), Principle 3 (K2, K3), and Principle
6 (Kl, K2 & K3).
3. Understand the major contextual factors that influence both typical and atypical development among
children and youth and relevant implications for educational practice. This goal aligns with INTASC*
Principle 3 (K4 & KS) and Principle 10 (K2).
4. Understand the strengths and limitations of research methods used to study human development.
*Sec page 4 of this syllabus for the INTASC principles. A complete version of these principles and
their associated knowledge, performance, and disposition benchmarks can be found at this website:
http://www.uni.edu/teachedl_downloads/INT ASCstandards.pdf
Dispositions & Behaviors Expected of All Students

•
•

•
•
•

Careful and thoughtful completion of assigned readings and activities prior to attending class,
including close monitoring of your email for important class-related announcements and materials
Thoughtful and wholehearted engagement with class activities at each session
Wholehearted acceptance of your complete responsibility for your own learning
Tolerance, patience, and persistence when faced with ambiguity or uncertainty
Timely initiative in seeking appropriate assistance from the instructor or other student support
serv1ces

Course Requirements (Instructor reserves the right to change assignments based on class
participation and preparedness)
1. Quizzes- Students will complete online multiple choice quizzes at the end of each chapter. Each
quiz needs to be completed before the class period on the date indicated.
Students need to log on to the textbook website to take each quiz. You must include your
instructor's email (kcrri.clopton@uni.cdu) to have the quiz grade submitted. The best twelve
quiz grades will count towards the final grade.
(5% of final grade)
2. Application Papers- There will be three take-home assignments that will require application of
the course material. Student responses will be submitted at the beginning of the class on the date
due. Assignments must be typed and double-spaced. (30% of final grade)
3. Group Application- Students will share their application papers in groups during class and each
group will create their best response to the application question. Students will bring a second
copy of their current application paper to class. (9% of final grade)
4. Exams- There will three exams during the semester. 36% of final grade)
5. Learning Assignments- Students will complete one learning assignment from the list provided
for each exam period. These assignments are intended to increase content knowledge and
application skills. (1 0% of final grade)
6. Other Assignments- There will be additional in and out of class assignments throughout the
semester. In-class assignments cannot be made up unless the absence is excused and the
instructor is notified of the absence prior to the beginning of class. Absences are considered
excused if they are due to illness (instructor may ask for physician note) or family emergency.
Please consult with the instructor prior to planned absence. (10% of final grade)
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Final Grade Calculation
The total points from the exam and assignments will be accumulated to arrive at a percentage and
assigned a letter grade according to the following scale:
A
AB+
B
B-

93%+
90-92%
87-89%
83-86%
80-82%

C+

c

CD+
D
DF

77-79%
73-76%
70-73%
67-69%
63-66%
60-62%
59% or less

Other Course Information
Preparation for Class: In order for this course to be a success, all students need to be prepared for
every class and willing to participate fully in class discussion. Class content and discussion will build on
the content from prior classes and the current day's readings.
Attendance: Every class period is important! I expect that you will attend class and actively participate
in discussion and activities. Students arc responsible for all information, including assignments, from
every class.
Assignments and Due Dates: Assignments are due at the beginning of class on the date indicated in the
syllabus. Students must turn in a paper copy of their assignment. All late assignments lose 10% of the
total possible points for each day they arc past due up. Late assignments will be accepted up to one week
past the due date. In-class assignments/cases can only be made up if the absence is excused and the
instructor is notified of the absence prior to the beginning of the class period.
Dishonesty I Forgery: Please see 3.01 Academic Ethics/Discipline (UNl's Policies and Procedures)
Turnitin: Tumitin is a good tool for checking the originality of your writing. Students may access
turnitin with the information provided in class (lD and password). A link to information about using
turnitin is available on the turnitin homepage.
Special Needs: The University of Northern Iowa adheres to the requirements of the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Students who need special accommodations in this course should contact Dr. Clopton as
soon as possible. UNI's Office of Disability Services can be located at 103 Student Health Center.
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*Renaissance Standards (INTASC [Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium]
+Technology Standards) are principles for preparing beginning teachers. They reflect knowledge,
performances, and dispositions needed to successfully teach today's P- 12 students. Included are:
I.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.

Knowledge of subject matter and how to make it accessible to students;
Understanding of how to foster learning and development;
Ability to create learning experiences adapted to the needs of diverse learners;
Usc of teaching strategies that foster critical thinking, problem solving, and high levels of
performance;
Ability to create a positive, purposeful learning environment;
Knowledge of how to foster effective communication and collaboration in the classroom;
Ability to plan instruction based on subject matter, students, curriculum goals, and the community
context;
Understanding and skilled use of a wide array of assessment strategies;
Ability to reflect on, evaluate, and improve teaching and learning;
Ability to collaborate with colleagues and parents to support student learning;
Integrates the computer and other high and low technology into teacher preparation, classroom
teaching activities, assessment and/or documentation
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Tentative Schedule
(This schedule is subject to change depending upon the progress of the class.
Changes in class schedule will be discussed with the class in a timely manner.
Please read assigned chapters prior to the indicated class date.)

Date

Topic

Aug25

Introduction to Course and Course Expectations

27

Theories of Child Development
History
Themes
Research Methods

Ch. I
Ch. 1 Quiz Due

Sept 1

Themes

Ch. 16
Ch. 16 Quiz Due

3

Ecological Theories of Development

p. 354-370

8

Prenatal Development

p. 40-67

10

Birth of the Baby
Attachment

p. 67-81
p. 414-426
Ch. 2 Quiz Due

15

Genetic Foundations
Nature v. Nurture

p. 82-101

17

The Brain
Physical Development

p. 102-125
Ch. 3 Quiz Due

22

Physical Development

p. 589-590
Gallahue article in IRTS

24

Application #1
The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)a/lows employees
to balance their work andfamily life by taking reasonable
unpaid leave for certain family and medical reasons. The act
requires (most) employers to allow a parent to take up to 12
weeks off work in a 12 month periods to care for a newborn
or a new child (adoption or foster care) in theirfamily. is the
12-weeks indicated by the FMLA developmentally adequate?
(Retrieved 8/8/09 from
httg://www.dol.gov/esa/whd/regs/comgliancc/ 1421.htm) this
time during the pregnancy?

p. 482-490

Assignment
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Date

Topic

Assignment

29

Test #1

Learning Assignment #1
Due

Oct I

Piaget
Vygotsky

p. 128-143
p. 160-166

6

Information Processing Theory

p. 144-160
Ch. 4 Quiz Due

8

Infancy
Perception
Motor Development

p. 168- 194

13

Infancy
Learning and Cognition

p. 194-208
Ch. 5 Quiz Due

15

Language

p. 212-225

20

Language

p. 225-253
Ch. 6 Quiz Due

22

Application 2
One of the goals of Obama 's education plan is to help our
most at-risk children to succeed in school. To do this they are
proposing longer school days or longer school years to
provide additional/earning time to close the achievement
gap. A $200 million grant program will provide support for
districts to provide this additional/earning time. Is this a
developmentally appropriate approach to increased
learning?
(Retrieved 8/8/09 from
www. barackobama.com/gdf/issucs/PrcK12EducationFactShcct)

Bring 2 copies of your
outline to class

27

Test #2

Learning Assignment #2
Due

29

Erikson and Social Information Processing

p. 332-354
Ch. 9 Quiz (#3 through
#10)

Nov 3

Regulation of Emotion

p. 387-410
Ch. 10 Quiz Due

5

Self
Identity Development

p. 426-439
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Date

Topic

Assignment

10

Identity Development

p. 439-449
Ch. 11 Quiz Due

12

Peers

p. 492-529

17

Peers

Ch. 13 Quiz Due

19

Family

p. 452-471

24-26

Thanksgiving

Dec I

Family

p. 471-482
Ch. 12 Quiz Due

3

Moral Development
Social Cognition
Social Information Processing

p. 530-555

8

Moral Development
Aggression

p. 556-569
Ch. 14 Quiz Due

10

Application #3
Obesity-related health spending has reached $147 billion a
year. "President Obama and I are committed to delivering a
health care system that provides all Americans with better
quality and lower costs. And fighting obesity is at the heart of
both of these goals, "said Health and Human Service
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, "Reducing obesity -- especially
for children-- would be one of the biggest steps we could take
toward~ this better health future. "
What would a developmentally appropriate approach for
reducing obesity in children look like? ((Retrieved 8/8/09
from
httg ://www .cnsncws.com/PUB L lC/C on tent/ A rticlc.asgx ?rsn; i
d=51675)

Bring 2 copies of your
outline to class

Dec 15
8-9:50
am

Test #3

Learning Assignment #3
Due

COURSE SYLLABUS DYNAMICS OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 200:030
Spring 2010
Class Time:
Class Room:
Instructor:
Office Hour:

Section 4 I I :00-12: 15. Section 6 12:30-1 :45, Section 9 2:00-3: 15 Tues/ Thurs
Schindler 323
Office: SEC 625 Phone: 273-2844
Dr. Deborah Deemer
Thursday 10-11 or by appointment

Text: Siegler, R., Deloache, J., & Eisenberg, N. (2006), How Children Develop (2"d ed.) ISBN -

10:0-7167-

A packet of essays also needs to be accessed through Rod Library Electronic Course Reserves.
Handouts can be accessed for free via WebCT or purchased as a separate additional packet at Copyworks.
Please note that the handout packet contains many supplementary resources. If you only want to access
required handouts please follow the assignments in the curriculum map that follows and access only those
handouts via WcbCT .

9527-2

Level-One Mission Statement
This course is designed to help students understand important basic aspects of developmental theory and practice. The
majority of students taking thi s class plan to become K-12 school teachers. However the course is also taken by
students seeking to become coaches, speech pathologists, social workers, family service personnel, and childcare
providers. Overall relation ships such as being a parent, an immediate or extended family member, a coach, a counselor,
or mentor will also ht: considered. Thus our goal is to help each of you become reasonably familiar with development
in childhood and adolescence with a particular emphasis upon development from preschool through the secondary
school years. If you want to develop greater expertise in a particular age group you will need to add advanced courses
to your plan of study.
Iowa has State Standnrds for Teacher Licensure. Two standards are a focus in this course:

Student Learning and Development: The practitioner understands how theories of human development
guide the teacher's understanding of student development in multiple domains (e.g., physical,
cognitive, psychosocial).
Diverse Learners: The practitioner understands the ways in which development is influenced by
historic and cultural contexts (an understanding furthered by critical and analytic reading of relevant
literature).
Consistent with State Standards. in this course you explore developmental themes and concepts, and apply them in
classroom discussion .
·

Your Map to Class Sessions & Reading Assignments
Anticipated topics for each class session are provided in the chart below. Reading assignments are noted
toward the bottom of each box and designate material to be read for the next class session. Chapter
designations (C#) are from the Siegler text; LM designates handouts available within "learning modules"
on WebCT, essays are on Rod Library's electronic course reserve.
nments
Unit 1: Developmental contexts
This unit provides an introduction to inquiry concerning the dynamics of human development with an emphasis on context.
Epistemology
•
Knowledge is constructed within particular histo ric and cultural contexts.
•
What you have heen socialized to believe will influence what you are able to know.
It is important to ask who is creating this knowledge toward what ends.
•
•
Education involves a broadening of horizon s.
Contexts of Development
•
How do different social and environmental contexts influence who we become?
•
How have the interests and experiences of developmental researchers influenced their understanding and advice?

Tuesday

1/12

Thursday

1/14

1/19

Tuesday

Topic: How personal histories
inform what we know

Topic: Contexts of
development

Topic: History of the
discipline's emergence

•

•

Desires for children &
necessary contexts

•

•

Perspectives: rationale

Conceptual maps to
di splay interests & prior
experience

For Thursday 1114
Review Syllabus, Read C I 2-7
Why study child development
Begin Children in the Night

Tuesday

1/ 26

For Tuesday 1/19
Read Children in the Night
Skim C8 304-305 HOME
Read Cl 7-10 Historical
foundations C9 369 The
costs of aflluence

Perspectives on
Advocacy and
Surveillance

For Thursday 1/21
C 12 471-472 Changes in
families; 482-489 Daycare
& maternal employment;
C9 364-367 Media
C9 358-361 & LM
Bronfenbrenner

!-';...;:..:==<------.:;.;.._;::...:;.._ _,

This first unit provides a context for all that follows. As

Topic: Traditional framing &
philosophic hangovers: Ways
of seeing

you read the text and participate in classroom activities,
continue to ask yourself, who owns this knowledge? For
those of you participating in the field experience look to

•

Developmental lenses
and changing advice

•

Form groups

see whether information presented in thi s course fit s with
what you are observing. If the information does not
generalize to the contexts in which you find yourself think

For Thursday 1/28
C7 256-258 Nativist/
Empiricist duality; LM Berk
Chart Piagetian stages

about why that may be so. Be sure to take note of those
perspectives that enrich your ability to interpret what is
going on from a developmental perspective.

Thursday

1/21

Topic: Cultural discourse

•

Blaming mothers and
the media

•

Bron fen bren ncr's
broader lenses

For Tuesday 1/26
Read C4 128-129 Rationale
for considering theories;
C9 334 -358 Theories of
social development

Thursday

1/28

Topic: A preview of
Piaget's stage theory
For Tuesday '1J2
C4 130-143 Piaget's
cognitive developmental
stage theory; LM Devries
on physical knowledge
activities; C5 195-196
Affordances C7 275-280
Space, self locomotion, &
landmarks; LM Gallahue
spatial directions

Unit 2: The Cognitive Developmental Perspective
Fundamental Assumptions of Stage Theories: Piaget, Selman, and Kohl berg
In educational circles, from the 1960's through mid 1980's, cognitive developmental perspectives competed with
behaviorism and social learning theory for control of the curriculum. As noted in your textbook these perspectives remain
influential although even their advocates have seen the need for revisions.
Tuesday

2/2

Thursday

2/4

Tucsdav

2/9

Thursday

2/11

Topic: Constructivist
education: Principles and
criteria for designing
curriculum

Topic: Piagetian
constructivist education in
an academic context

Topic: Perspective-taking
& moral reasoning: Selman
& Kohlberg

Topic: Moral education
interventions

For Thursday 2/4
LM Kamii Double Column
Addition
Cl 34-36 Counting on
C7 288-289 Counting
C8 325-328 Mathematics
C6 250-251 Drawing

For Tuesday 2/9
Review 350-351 Selman
Cl4 544-554 Early
development of empathy &
conscience; C 14 532-544
Moral judgment

J.<'or Thursday 2/11
Download LM Transcript:
Excerpts from a
community meeting; DIT
excerpt, Rest's four
components

For Tuesday 2/16

The Lesson

Tuesday

2/16

Topic: Article Discussio11

The Lesso11

Thursday

2/18

Topic: The linguistic turn :
Care narratives

02/23/10

Tuesday

Topic: Quiz I

Thursday

2/25

Topic: Fundamental
Movement
Dress for Gym

For Thursday 2/18
LM Nodding's four
components; Gilligan

For Tuesday 2/23
Prepare for quiz

For Thursday 2/25
LM Gallahue's theory

For Tuesday 3/2
C3 II 0-114 plasticity;
I 15 - I 17 growth trends,
117-125 nutrition
C5 184 - 188 reflexes,
rudimentary movement. &
dynamic systems theory

Cognitive developmental perspectives assume knowledge is derived from action and reflection. An important legacy of
this theoretical perspective is an emphasis on critical thinking. Equitable social arrangements, balancing both the benefits
and burdens of cooperative living, were an important aim of education within this world view.
Constructivism has been elevated from the level of theory to paradigm. Qualitative inquirers recognize 'impartial'
knowledge is impossible. We cannot shed ourselves to see from some God's eye point of view. Therefore 'good' research
requires more than good technique or standard procedures.
Recent understandings have further critiqued the cognitive emphasis (talking heads and computational metaphors) through
a deepening acknowledgement of our embodiment.
Tuesday

3/2

Thursday

3/4

Unit 3: Physical & Emotional Development; Identity
Topic: Jigsaw Physical
Development
For Thursday 3/4
Read My inner shrimp.

Developmental trends in physical development and
Gallahue's work supporting fundamental movement are
focus in this unit. We also take a brief look at prenatal
care, teratogens, and the birthing process.

a

Emotional attachments and the regulation of emotional
displays provide an alternative view of embodiment.
Societal and institutional constraints on attachments and
the development of self are also taken up in a discussion
of identity
Tuesday

3/9

Topic: Prenatal development
& the birthing process

Thursday

3/11

Topic: Emotions & the
myth of cerebral primacy

Spring Break

Crisis phone line
Discussion : preparing for birth
For Thursday 3/11
C II 414-426 Attachment

Tucsdav

For Tuesday 3/16
A clark of tiny sparks:
Remembrances of a gay
boyhood.

3/l(,

Topic: Article Discussion
My inner shrimp.
For Tuesday 3/9
Prepare for crisis phoneline
simulation by skimming
Berk packet online and C2
48-53; 59-70

Thursda\·

3/18

Tuesday

3/23

Thursday

3/25

Tuesday

3/30

04/01/10

Thursday

Topic: Article Discussion
A clack of tiny sparks:
Remembrances of a gay
boyhood.

Topic: Erikson's ages &
identity formation

Topic: A1ticle Discussion
Wem•ing em identity
tapestry

Topic: Quiz 2

For Thursday 3/25
C I0 383 Normal emotional
development; 398-409
Understanding emotions,
C I I 433-443 Identity

For Tuesday 3/30
Wem•ing an identity
tapestry

For Thursday 4/1
Prepare quiz

For Tuesday 4/6
C4 160-165 Vygotsky

Unit 4: Family, peers, and the broader cultural context
This unit begins with a discussion of Vygotsky's emphasis on the sociocultural context. Vygotsky's revolutionary call for
transforming material and ideological contexts, and his more modest focus on literacy, frame our discussion of schooling,
families, and peer interaction. Authoritarian cultures and parenting styles contrast with more egalitarian and authoritative
contexts. Guided participation, social scaffolds, and active participation are supported with understanding, cooperation,
and a desire to learn more.
Tuesday

4/6

Thursday

4/8

Tuesday

4/13

Thursday

4/15

Topic: Vygotsky's
sociocu It ural perspective

Topic: Vygotsky on Play

Topic: A 1ticle Diswssion
Reading Lolita in Tehran

Topic: Family dynamics

For Thursday 4/8
LM Vygotsky Overview &
ZPD; download play notes

For Tuesday 4/13
Reading Lolita in Tehran

For Thursday 4/15
C 12 454-462 Parenting
styles & adolescent connie!
465-467 SES innuences

For Tuesday 4/20
Two Kinds

Tuesday

Thursday

04/27/10

4/20

4/22

Tuesday

Topic: Arlicle Discussion
Two Kinds

Topic: Siblings & Peers

Topic:

For Thursday 4/22
C 13 523-527 Parents' role in
peer relationships; Cl4 555567 Aggression

For Tuesday 4/27
Cl2 469-471 Siblings
c 13 498- 504, 508-512;
517 Peers

For Thursday 4/29
Aria: A memoir of a
bilingual childhood

Quiz3

4/29

Topic: Arlicle Discussion
Aria: A memoir of a
bilingual childhood

Final
Section 9 Wednesday, May 5 1-2:50 p.m.
Section 4 Thursday, May 6 I 0-11 :50 a.m.
Section 6 Thursday, May 6 3-4:50 p.m

Assessment:

Thursday

Grades will be based on the following components:

Multiple Choice Exams= 75 %
Ql Cognitive Developmental Perspectives
Q2 Identity, Physical & Emotional Development
Q3 Vygotsky, Family & Peer Interactions
Comprehensive Final

15%
15%
15 %
30%

Informed Class Participation = 25%
Formal Discussion Facilitation
General class participation and in class exercises

15%
10%

Quizzes will be emailed to you, as a homework assignment, in advance of the scheduled class quiz (see
above). You need to complete the quiz and bring it to class with you on the date assigned for that quiz. On
entering the classroom you will submit your answers. Individual quiz scores equal a possible 5% toward
your final grade. In class students will retake the quiz with help from your peers. Each of these submissions
is worth a possible I 0% toward your tina) grade. The comprehensive final is also multiple choice with
items paralleling those experienced on the quizzes. The final will be taken in traditional closed book,
proctored, individual test mode.
This class is largely discussion based. Your informed participation is essential for learning to occur. Your
contribution toward this effort, including any in class written exercises, will be worth a possible I 0%
toward your final grade. Consistent attendance (2 or fewer absences) and informed participation is expected
of all students. Noticeable absences can result in a full grade demarcation in final grades.
Article Discussion Facilitation
Working with a small group of other classmates, for the article for which you arc a discussion leader, you
need to:
I) Study the article in relation to course related themes
2) Create an overview of the article that you will use to set context and open the discussion
3) Generate a set of questions to stimulate further thinking about developmental issues raised in the
article and text. Think about how your group will use these questions to stimulate an interesting and
informative discussion.
Your group is responsible for summarizing the article, making developmental connections, and facilitating
class discussion on the date listed.
Many students have been socialized to create presentations but have less experience forming questions that
will facilitate discussion. While students in the past have generated a number of creative ways to stimulate
interest and summarize key points from the article, and I encourage you to do so, remember your primary
objective is to stimulate class discussion around course related themes. Make sure your introduction is short
enough, and your questions sufficiently engaging, to evoke class discussion. It also is important to realize
you need to do more than have students talking. When developing questions think about key ideas in the
article, how they relate to central themes in the class, and how you will make the session a learning
experience. Since there are seven article discussion dates we will need to form seven small groups for this
purpose. Come prepared on January 26th to negotiate (have a first and second choice)
The following connections led me to select these articles and essays for discussion. Feel free to build on
these leads but don't feel constrained to limit yourself to them.
Tuesday II 19

Baldwin, Peter C. (2002) "Nocturnal habits and dark wisdom": The American response
to children in the streets at night opens the discussion of developmental perspectives
embeddedness in historic, cultural values.

Tuesday 2116

The lesson fits clearly within the context of moral development.

Thursday 3/4

My inner shrimp relates to a discussion of growth trends, the timing of physical
maturation, athletic prowess, and implications of such for status and peer relationships.

Tuesday 3/23

A clack of tiny sparks: Remembrances of a gay boyhood connects with identity,
emotional attachments, and peer relationships.

Tuesday 3/30

Weaving an. identity tapestry most obviously relates to work on identity development.
Adolescent relationships with adults and peer groups might also provide touchstones.

Tuesday 4/13

Reading Lolita in Tehran can be interestingly read within Vygotsky's emphasis on
sociocultural contexts and literacy.

Tuesday 4/20

Two kinds provides a cross-cultural context for considering parenting styles and the
developing sense of self.

Thursday 4/29

Aria: A memoir of a bilingual childhood could easily spark a discussion of bilingual
education. A rich discussion of intimate and public voices is also provided.

General guidelines for Grading Essay Discussions
A

Discussion facilitators have read and reflected on the essay in relation to course relevant
themes/topics. This preparation is reflected in their overview of the article which bridges ideas
important in the essay and related themes from the text. Questions demonstrate an understanding
of the essay and an attempt to engage students in thinking and discussion related to these topics.

B

Discussion facilitators provide a clear overview of the article and facilitate class discussion of
developmental issues. Usc of the text would have better informed the discussion.

C

Discussion facilitators stimulate an interesting discussion but the overview and/or questions
stray too far from course related themes. The textbook is under utilized; themes targeted for
discussion are not sufficiently rooted in developmental concerns.

D

Discussion facilitators show up with comments ami questions but need to further consider
the meaning of the essay and how to stimulate a meaningful discussion.

F

Little evidence of substantive preparation or participation.

I publicly assure you that your right to equitable opportunity and treatment in education, regardless of age, race,
religion, ethnicity, color, gender, marital status, disability, national origin, sexual orientation, or any other
considerations extraneous to effective performance. will be honored. Further, at the request of the University I want to
remind you that The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) provides protection from illegal discrimination
for individual s with disabilities. Students requesting instructional accommodations due to disabilities should arrange for
such accommodation through the Office of Disability Services. The ODS is located at: 213 Student Services Center,
and the phone number is: 273-2676.
I encourage all students to utilize the Academic Learning Center's free assistance with learning strategies, writing,
math , and reading.
The Writing Center offers one-on-one writing assistance, offering strategies for getting started, citing and
documenting, and editing your work. Visit the Online Writing Guide at www.uni.edu/unialc/writingcenter/ and
schedule an appointment at 008 lTTC or 319-273-2361.
The Math Center offers individual and small-group tutorials especially helpful for students in Liberal Arts
Core math courses. No appointment is necessary, but contact the Math Center at 008 lTTC or 319-273-2361 to make
certain a tutor will be available at a time convenient for you.
The Reading and Learning Center provides an Ask-a-Tutor program, consultations with the reading
specialist, and free, four-week, non -credit courses in Speed Reading, Effective Study Strategies, PPST-Reading andMath, and GRE-Quantitative and Verbal. Visit http://www.uni.edu/unialc/ and 008 ITTC or call 319-273-2361.
Renaissance Standards (INTASC [Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium]+ Technology
Standards) are principles for preparing beginning teachers. They reflect knowledge, performances, and dispositions
needed to successfully teach today's P - 12 students. Included are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Knowledge of subject matter and how to make it accessible to students;
Understanding of how to foster learning and development;
Ability to create learning experiences adapted to the needs of diverse learners;
Use of teaching strategies that foster critical thinking. problem solving, and high levels of performance;
Ability to create a positive, purposeful learning environment;
Knowledge of how to foster effective communication and collaboration in the classroom;
Ability to plan instruction based on subject mallcr, students, curriculum goals, and the community context;
Understanding and skilled use of a wide array of assessment strategies;
Ability to reflect on, evaluate, and improve teaching and learning;
Ability to collaborate with colleagues and parents to support student learning;
Integrates the computer and other high and low technology into teacher preparation, classroom teaching
activities, assessment and/or documentation
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DYNAMICS OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
200:030-Section 11
Department of Educational Psychology
University of Northern Iowa
Fall Semester, 2009
Professor:

Dr. Suzanne Freedman - Frecdman@uni.edu
603 Schindler Education Center

Telephone:

(office) 273-2483,
(home) 277-7282- No calls after I 0 PM please

Office hours:

Will be announced .

Class Meetings: Tuesday and Thursday - 2:00 to 3:15pm
Rm . 420 Schindler Education Center
Required Text:

How Children Develop by Robert Siegler, Judy Deloache and Nancy Eisenberg, Second Edition

Selected articles will be placed on reserve in the IRTS Lab on the 2"d floor of Schindler. I will tell you when there is an
article to read and it is your responsibility to read the article. I suggest you make copies of all the articles on reserve.
Course Description:
The course consists of a series of lectures, readings, discussions, guest speakers, student presentations and videos
dealing with human development in childhood and adolescence. The primary aim of the course is to acquaint students
with the methods, concepts, and issues relevant to the scientific study of child and adolescent development. We will
discuss and critically evaluate theories and research on cognitive, social, and emotional development from infancy
through adolescence. You will become familiar with strategies and methodologies used in developmental research. We
will explore how the study of development can inform our understanding of children and adolescents, particularly in an
educational setting. The role of context in development will be emphasized and the influences of the environment,
family of origin , ethnicity, religion, SES, and culture on development will be critically examined.
Instruction will emphasize the context of development including culture, community, school, peers, class and
student characteristics as students learn to reflect on more than just the individual child or adolescent. Students will
understand the importance of fostering collaborative relationships within the school, the home and the larger community
as an important means of promoting student learning and growth. Students will use knowledge of human development,
context, pedagogy, prior experiences/beliefs, and current personal views to reflect on development, teaching and
learning.
Major Learning Outcome/Objectives or Course Goals:
After completing this course, students will be able to use insights from developmental theory and research to better
understand, relate to, and educate children and adolescents. Specifically, students will:
I. Understand basic developmental principles and the manner in which genetic and environmental factors interact.
2. Be able to identity and describe the behavioral characteristics that are associated with physical, cognitive,
social, and emotional development, and the educational growth potentials and limitations resulting from such
changes.
3. Understand how factors such as the family, peer group, school, and mass media act as facilitators or inhibitors
of the development of children and adolescents.
4. Gain an appreciation for individual differences in human development.
5. Be able to apply their understanding of the nature of human development in different domains and the factors
affecting developmental processes to practical classroom-oriented situations.
7. Gain an understanding of the ways in which development is influenced by historical and cultural contexts.
8. Gain an understanding of the strengths and limitations of research methods used to study human development
9. Understand how theories of human development can guide the teacher's understanding of student development
in multiple domains (e.g. , physical, cognitive, psychosocial.)
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Course Requirements:
I)

Class Attendance/Readings: All students are expected to attend each class, as some of the material covered in class
will not be covered in the textbook and all material is fair game for exams. In addition, it is important to have
everyone's opinions and perspectives for group work. If you miss more than three class periods your grade will be
affected. Students are also expected to read the assigned chapters in the textbooks and articles on reserve prior to
the class period for which they are assigned. This will allow time to formulate questions about the readings. It is
expected that students read the book for information and knowledge as lectures may not replicate readings, but
activities for the class may include material from the readings. You are responsible for the information even if I do
not specifically discuss it. I expect you to bring in questions from the book and ask me about information that you
did not understand or found confusing. It is also expected that if you attend class you will be present- both mentally
and physically. Doing other work, sleeping, or just spacing out is not acceptable. If you cannot give the class your
full attention, I would prefer it if you skipped class for that day.

2)

Participation: Participation in class activities is a primary way of conveying to me that you are reading and
processing the course concepts. Expect to participate in some ways on a regular basis. Although course grading will
be determined through written assignments and exams, I reserve the right to raise or lower a student's grade based on
class participation and attendance.

3)

Responsibility for Learning: I expect that students assume the role of active learners and function as adult learners
by taking responsibility and initiative for their learning. I expect students to be tolerant and respectful of others'
views. I expect students to reflect on the context every single student brings into the classroom, including their own.
I expect students to be open to others' opinions and ideas even if their view is different. I expect students to let me
know if there is something bothering them regarding the class, other students or myself, the instmctor.

4)

Examinations: There will be three examinations, each covering roughly one-third of the course material. Each exam
will be worth 50 points. Exams will not be cumulative. Exams for this course will include multiple choice and short
answer.

Exam 1- Tuesday, September 29
Exam 2- Tuesday, October 27
Exam 3- Wednesday, December 16, 1:00-2:50 pm
Written Work and Presentations- Choice of Book Review and Analysis or Annotation on a Research topic you select
Ia) Book Review and Analysis: Due Date- Thursday, November 19
My preference is that you read a book of fiction about children or adolescents or issues and concerns related to
children or adolescents and write a 3 to 5 page paper concerning the content of the book and your reaction to it. In your
book review, include I . Title, author, and length of book; 2. Target audience of the book; 3. Summary of main ideas or
plot in the book; 4. Discussion of how book relates to specific information discussed in class and material in readings; 5.
What you learned by reading the book; 6. How the book will change your interaction with children or adolescents (if it
will not, explain why); and 7. Whether you think the book will help the audience it is written for and how. Lastly,
discuss why or why not you would recommend the book. Please have your book approved by me before you begin
reading it. I will pass out a list of books related to children and adolescents and issues they face . (50 points)
I b) Brief Annotation: Due Date- Thursday, November 19
The purpose of the brief bibliography is to provide an opportunity to pursue a topic of special interest, allow a more
in-depth treatment of a single topic, and learn more about library research by actually engaging in it. You will select a
topic related to child or adolescent development that is of interest to you and obtai~ one article on your topic from a
journal in the library or journal from the web . Articles should be empirical meaning that they should include a research
study rather than be a review or theoretical piece. For the article you select you are required to turn in a brief annotated
bibliography consisting of : I . Title , Author and Full citation (Journal name, etc.,), 2. Brief summary of the article
(summary should include why the authors chose to do this project and why it is significant, brief description of the study
including subjects procedure, results and discussion of results). 3. Weaknesses of the article and/or research study, 4.
Strengths of the article and/or study, 5. Significance of the article to child or adolescent development and 6. Something
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in the article you can relate to either personally or professionally. Include the following five summary questions at the
end of your annotation. The annotation and the summary questions are worth a total of 50 points.
The Results section is where the author(s) reports the results using statistics. Do not get hung up on this section.
Read it a few times and try to understand as much as possiblc.lfyou cannot understand much of what is written,jump
ahead to the Discussion section. This is where the author makes sense of the results for you. You should be able to
understand the Discussion section, as it is where the author talks about the implications of the study and why the study is
important. The author may even discuss some strengths and limitations of the study that you can discuss in your analysis.
Please have your topic approved by me before you start looking for an article.
Please answer the following summary questions after you have completed your annotation:
Summary Questions! . What new knowledge have you gained about your topic? Be specific .
2. What new knowledge have you gained about conducting research? Be specific.
3. What conclusions can you make regarding the topic you researched and where do you
think the field is headed?
4 . How will you usc your new knowledge in your interactions with
chi ldrcn or adolescents (either personally, professionally or both)?
5. What was the easiest part about this assignment, what was the most difficult part of this
assignment?
2a) Presentation on Book to your small group- Presentations will take place on November 19
My idea is that this should be an informal presentation based on the book you read . Your 10 minute presentation
should include a brief review of: why you chose the book you did, brief summary of the book, the significance of the
book to child and/or adolescent development, specific issues surrounding the book, insight the book gave you about
development and/or teaching-what you learned by reading the book, how adolescents can benefit by reading the book,
and reactions to the book- whether you recommend the book or not. You will need to give each person in your small
group a one-page outline of your presentation.
Presentation and outline- 25 points
2b)Presentation of Annotation to small group- Presentations will take place on November 19
My idea is that this should be an informal presentation based on your annotation analysis. Presentations should focus on your
research article. Include the following in your 10 minute presentation: a brief review of why you chose the topic you did, a brief
summary of the article, significance of the article to child or adolescent development, strengths of the article, weaknesses of the
article, what you learned by reading the article, insight the article gave you about development, and something in the article that
you could relate to either personally or professionally or both. You need to give each person in your group a one-page outline
of your presentation.
Presentation and outline- 25 points

Following the Schedule:
The scheduled dates for exams and written assignments will be adhered to unless I change them at least one week in
advance. There are no scheduled "make-up" exams and make-up exams will only be given in an emergency situation. If
there is a problem, you must speak with me before the exam or before your paper is due. If you miss the exam without
speaking to me first, you will not be able to make it up. The most important thing is that you speak to me regarding any
problem that is preventing you from completing your work in this class. If I do not know what is going on I cannot be as
accommodating. Please E-mail me, call me at home or at the office when trying to reach me.
Grading:
Grades will be based on the number of points earned on the 3 exams (150 points), the book review (50 points) and
the book review presentation and outline (25 points). Thus, there are a total of225 possible points for the semester. You
will not be graded competitively or "on the curve". You are encouraged to learn from others taking this course and to
help them learn . However, all work turned in must be your own.
3 Exams-

150 points

4

Book Review & Analysis or AnnotationBook Review presentation and outline

Total=

50 points
25 points
225 points

Options for Extra Credit- If you are thinking that you might need additional points to boost your grade there are
several options you can consider. First, you have to speak with me to make sure it is acceptable for you do extra credit. If
I give my approval you may complete one of the following. You can develop questions that you may have on the
readings we discuss in class that you will tum in to me. You can also come up with personal examples that are relevant
to the readings we discuss in class. You can also do a class presentation on infom1ation in one of the chapters that we did
NOT read for class. You may also attend a talk to lecture on a topic related to child or adolescent development and then
give a brief in-class presentation on the talk. The most important thing is getting my permission to complete extra credit
work. Points given will be based on amount of work and quality of work.
The following point system will be used to determine final grades. The number of points you receive will be divided by
225 to dctenninc the percentage grade. The following percentages will be used. I reserve the right to raise grades for
outstanding classroom participation, improvement, or special circumstances.

Letter Grade
A
AB+
B
B-

C+

c

C-

D+
D
OF

Percentage
93-100%
90-92%
87-89%
83-86%
80-82%
77-79%
73-76%
70-72%
67-69%
63-66%
60-62%
Less than 60%

.PQi.nts.

209-225
202-208
195-201
187-194
180-186
173-179
164-172
158-163
151-157
142-1 so
135-141
Less than 13 5

SPECIAL NEEDS
I wish to fully include persons with disabilities in this course. Please let me know if you need any special
accommodations in the curriculum, instruction, or assessments of this course to enable you to fully participate. I will
respect the confidentiality of the information you share with me.
*"'*The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) provides protection from illegal discrimination for qualified
individuals with disabilities. Students requesting instructional accommodations due to disabilities must arrange for such
accommodation through the Office of Disability Services. The ODS is located at: 213 Student Services Center, and the
phone number is: 273-2676.
I encourage you to utilize the Academic Learning Center's FREE assistance with writing, math, reading, and
learning strategies. You may find it especially useful for help with writing in this class:
- The Writing Center offers one-on-one writing assistance open to all UNT undergraduate and graduate students. Writing
Assistants offer strategies for getting started, citing and documenting, and editing your work. Visit the Online Writing
Guide at www.uni.edu/unialc/writingccnter/ and schedule an appointment at 008 ITTC or 319-273-2361.
-The Math Center offers individual and small-group tutorials especially helpful for students in Liberal Arts Core math
courses. No appointment is necessary, but contact the Math Center at 008 ITTC or 319-273-2361 for the hours that tutors
arc available.
- The Reading and Learning Center provides the Ask-a-Tutor program, consultations with the reading specialist, and
free, four-week, non-credit courses in Speed Reading, Effective Study Strategies, PPST-Reading and GRE-Verbal. Visit
http://www.uni.edu/unialc/ and 008 lTTC or call 319-273-2361.
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WHAT IS EXPECTED OF YOU
From "Teaching at the University Level" by Stephen Zucker, Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 43( 1996), p.863
I. You are no longer in high school. The great majority of you, not having done so already, will have to discard high
school notions of teaching and learning and replace them with university-level notions. This may be difficult, but it must
happen sooner or later, so sooner is better. Our goal is more than just getting you to reproduce what was told you in the
classroom.
2. Expect to have material covered at two to three times the pace of high school. Above that, we aim for greater
command of the material, especially the ability to apply what you have learned to new situations (when relevant).
3. Lecture time is at a premium, so it must be used efficiently. You cannot be "taught" everything in the classroom. It is
YOUR responsibility to learn the material. Most of this learning must take place outside the classroom. You should be
willing to put in two hours outside the classroom for each hour of class.
4. The instmctor's job is primarily to provide a framework, with some of the particulars, to guide you in your learning of
the concepts and methods that comprise the material of the course. It is your responsibility to keep track of your own
progress and ask questions when you are confused or do not understand the material.
5. You are expected to read the textbook for comprehension. It gives the detailed account of the material of the course. It
also contains many examples of concepts and issues discussed in class. The textbook is not a novel, so the reading must
often be slow-going and careful. Read at your own pace and stay current with the assignments.

One last comment
It goes without saying that the intellectual excitement of a course depends in large part on the active participation of
all students. I look forward to each of your contributions, and welcome your feedback and suggestions throughout the
course.

***A syllabus is a course guidance, rather than a contract. I reserve the right to change order and content of readings
and activities and will give sufficient notice if I need to make any changes.
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Course Outline

Date

Topic

Assigned Reading

Aug. 25

Course Description, lntro.

Go over Syllabus/Icebreaker exercise/Goals

Aug. 27

An Introduction to Child Development

Ch I

Sept. I

Sociocultural Context & Individual
Difference

Ch 1

Sept. 3

Methods of Studying Child Development/
Gathering Data

Ch I

Sept. 8

Finish "I Am Your Child'' video

Ch2

Sept. 10

The Body: Nature/Nurture

Ch3

Sept. 15

The Body: Physical Growth

Ch 3

Sept. 17

The Family

Ch12

Sept. 22

Culture and Community

Ch12

Sept. 24

Context Shapes Development

Ch 16 (pp. 621-628)
Article- The Question of Class- on reserve

Sept. 29

EXAM 1

STUDY HARD!!!

Oct. 1

Puberty and Early Adolescence/
Video

Articles on Reserve on Puberty

Oct. 6

Eating Disorders,

Articles on Reserve

Oct. 8

Adolescent Sexuality

Articles on Reserve

Oct. 13

Teenage Pregnancy/Sexual Orientation

Ch 11 (pp. 439-443)

Oct. 15

Teen Pregnancy/Teen Parent Panel

Article on Reserve

Oct. 20

Cognitive Development

Ch4

Oct. 22

Cognitive Development

Ch4

Oct. 27

EXAM2

STUDY HARD!!!

Skip Chapters 5, 6, 7, & 8
Oct. 29

Theories ofDevelopment

Ch9

7

Nov. 3

Emotional Development

ChlO

Nov. 5

Promoting Children's Emotional
Dev.

ChiO

Nov. 10

Attachment!femperament

Ch II

Nov. 12

Development of Sense of Self
and Identity Development

Ch II

Nov. 17

Peer Relationships

Chl3

Nov. 19

Group Presentations

Come prepared to present to your group

Week of November 24

NO CLASS- THANKSGIVING BREAK-

Dec. 1

Peer Relationships

Chl3

Dec. 3

Moral Development

Chl4

Dec. 8

Moral Development

Chl4

Dec. 10

Gender Development

Chl5

Dec. 16
(Final's week)

Wednesday, 1:00- 2:50

HAPPY TURKEY DAY!!!

3rd Exam

Class Distribution List- 200-030-II-Fall@uni.edu- If you would like to send a message to the entire class this is the
address that you would send it to. This is the address to use when sending any information to the entire class.
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Mission Statement of the Teacher Education Program at the University of Northern Iowa
The Teacher Education Program at the University of Northern Iowa is dedicated to providing a personalized
learning environment in which students can develop the knowledge, skills and dispositions needed to engage in caring,
reflective and effective teaching practices. Students build their knowledge, skills, and dispositions through their study of
a strong liberal arts curriculum, high quality content area majors and minors, best practices in content area pedagogy and
assessment and a professional educational curriculum that emphasizes the integration of theory and practice in actual
school settings. The Teacher Education Program is committed to preparing each teacher education candidate to meet and
exceed national and state standards for high quality teaching. Our graduates are characterized by their ability to engage
in effective practices in deeply caring, collaborative and ethical ways as they work with their colleagues, children and
youth, their families and their communities.
Below are the State oflowa' s Renaissance Standards, a set of principles for preparing beginning teachers. They reflect
knowledge, performances, and dispositions needed to successfully teach today's PK - 12 students. They include:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I0.
11 .

Knowledge of subject matter and how to make it accessible to students
Understanding of how to foster learning and development
Ability to create learning experiences adapted to the needs of diverse learners
Use of teaching strategies that foster critical thinking, problem solving, and high levels of performance
Ability to create a positive, purposeful learning environment
Knowledge of how to foster effective communication and collaboration in the classroom
Ability to plan instntction based on subject matter, students, curriculum goals, and the community context
Understanding and skilled use of a wide array of assessment strategies
Ability to reflect on, evaluate, and improve teaching and learning
Ability to collaborate with colleagues and parents to support student learning
Integrates the computer and other high and low technology into teacher preparation, classroom teaching
activities, assessment and/or documentation .

Dynamics of Human Development (200:030) and Exploring Teaching (200:017) have been developed to help you meet
these standards. Specifically, in class we will focus on Standard 2. However, during the semester we will also address
certain aspects of Standards, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, and I 0.

MEMO
Date:

March 4, 2010

To:

Susan Wurtz,
Chair, University Faculty Senate

From:

Brenda Bass
Chair, Category 5 Coordinating Committee
Associate Dean, College of Social & Behavioral Sciences

RE:

Inclusion of200:030 Dynamics of Human Development into Category V of the LAC

Due to the complex and sometimes opposing views expressed this past Senate meeting by individuals speaking to
the merits of including 200:030 Dynamics of Human Development into Category 5 ofthe LAC, we thought
providing summary statements would help clarify the current positions held by impacted units within the College of
Social & Behavioral Sciences.
Additionally, we have attached the revised Category 5 description and Category 5 learning goals and outcomes that
were completed during the recent 2008/2009 category review.
CATEGORY 5 COORDINATING COMMITTEE

The current faculty committee members are the same individuals that conducted the recent category review as
dictated by the LACC requirements and guidelines. In the review, the committee examined all recent syllabi for
every class included in the category, gaining an understanding of how these classes contribute to the goals of
Category 5 overall as well as to the subsections (e.g., SA, 58, & 5C).
While there were concerns raised about including 200:030 in the social sciences category (see last section of this
memo for concerns), the majority of the committee (6 voting yes, I voting no) would find it acceptable to
• include 200:030 into 5C (and not 58) if the class is made available for all UN1 majors to use for LAC credit
Key reasons for this recommendation include:
• The 5C: Topical Perspectives section aims to provide classes that are focused on narrow topics within subfields of social science disciplines, and is therefore the more appropriate subsection for a Child &
Adolescent Development class.
• The class does not fit well in 58 because this section is intended for broad survey courses aimed at
introducing students to an entire social science discipline (and not a more narrow sub-field).
• The primary faculty overseeing 200:030 are social scientists (trained in educational psychology &/or
human development), and syllabi indicate that social science methods, theories and concepts are
fundamental in the course.
• Allowing all UNI students to use the course for LAC credit creates equity, reduces confusion and
administrative issues (e.g., ifpeopl change majors), and does not contribute to creating a "parallel" LAC
track for specific majors.

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

While a face-to-face faculty meeting was not possible, the department head sent an explanatory email and requested
an electronic vote on the proposal for accepting 200:030 into 5C with all majors being able to use it as LAC credit.
• There are 17 full time faculty in the department of Psychology. I 0 voted in favor of including 200:030 in
Category 5C. 3 voted against including it in any part of Category 5. 3 faculty abstained, and l did not
respond.
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

While the Dean still has concerns about the larger issue of transfer credits that led to this specific request, he
supports the recommendation from the Category 5 committee to include the class within 5C if all students are
allowed to use it towards LAC requirements.
The CSBS Senate had a lively discussion on the topic, but did not come to a formal resolution. The senate Chair as
well as multiple senators report that there was not strong opposition to the inclusion of the class into 5C as long as
it is available to all students for LAC credit.
CONCERNS RAISED BY CSBS FACULTY

Concerns raised through the Category 5 Coordinating Committee, the Psychology Department, and the CSBS
Senate include:

•
•
•
•
•

The intent of the LAC is to provide a similar (though not identical) foundation in the liberal arts for all UNT
students, and therefore LAC classes should be open to all majors. Faculty felt~ strongly that if included
into Category 5, the course needed to be allowed for all majors.
As teacher education is a campus-wide endeavor crossing all the Arts & Sciences colleges, CSBS faculty
directly engaged in teacher education felt strongly about the need to increase and not decrease the amount
of content courses for education majors (realizing that many of their context courses are through the LAC).
If it is included into Category 5, there are consistency issues to evaluate if the other developmental classes
on campus are not also included.
Monitoring that the social science focus (methods & theory) is maintained when outside adjuncts are used
who might not have been trained in a social science.
Faculty felt strongly that this question highlighted two larger, more important issues for the Senate to
consider.
o If the faculty are responsible for curriculum, then admissions and transfer credit decisions need to
have oversight in the academic affairs side of the university.
o The current LAC process is at times confusing and does not provide enough input from faculty.

REVISED Category 5 Description (March, 2009)
The social science component of the Liberal Arts Core contributes to students' understanding of how their lives are
shaped by l) their interpersonal relationships; 2) the pluralistic culture in which they live; 3) the major institutions
that constitute their world; 4) the complex interactions they experience as individuals within specific emotional,
social and natural environments; and 5) their participation in the breadth and diversity of human values expressed in
the world's cultures and institutions.
Courses in the social science component develop students' ability to assess their values, to think critically, to
recognize the importance of historical consciousness, to make informed choices, and to assume the responsibilities
of citizenship by engaging in the affairs of their community, their country, and the world.
Students will also be exposed to different ways of studying human behavior and historical events. Through
examination of diverse viewpoints, theories, and scientific methods, students advance their skills in inquiry, critical
analysis, and logical thinking.
GOALS & OUTCOMES for CATEGORY 5 (Revised March, 2009)
• Goals: The Liberal Arts Core should encourage students to develop skills in inquiry, critical analysis, and
logical thinking. The social science component of the liberal arts core should contribute to students'
knowledge and understanding of
o the economic, environmental, geographical, historical, political, psychological, and socio-cultural
influences on human behavior, relationships, and institutions; and
o how human behavior can be analyzed from social scientific and historical perspectives.
• Outcomes: Outcomes are demonstrable general consequences of the process of attempting to reach the
goals of the category. As such, after completing Category V of the Liberal Arts Core, students should be
able to:
o Discuss the kinds of questions social scientists and historians ask.
o Identify some major concepts and/or issues within the social sciences and history.
o Comprehend and identify ways in which human behavior, relationships, and institutions are
influenced by economic, environmental, geographical, historical, political, psychological, and
socio-cultural structures and processes.
o Describe and critique scientific methods social scientists use to explore social and behavioral
phenomena.

TO : Susan Wurtz, Chair of the Faculty Senate
DATE: March 3, 2010
RE: Graduate Council Response to the Faculty Workload Proposal
In response to the faculty workload proposal, the Graduate Council would like to affirm that discussions
are occurring on campus (for example, the Report and Recommendations on Research/Scholarly
Activities by the Committee on Scholarly Activity & Service) and systems or processes are already in
place to evaluate the multiple ways that faculty contribute to the Institution and the Academy (for
example, department heads assign workload and evaluate faculty for merit pay; the professional
assessment committee evaluates faculty for tenure and promotion) . Dialogues should continue to
address ways in which contributions to the Institution and Academy are evaluated and acknowledged,
including scholarship/ creative activities, teaching, and service .
We encourage you to bring our response to the floor of the Faculty Senate . If you have any questions,
please let me know.
Thank you,
Jennifer Waldron, Chair
Graduate Council
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FACULTY WORKLOAD

UNI's budgetary situation is dire. Indications are that the next fiscal year will be even
worse, and there is little hope for much alleviation in the foreseeable future. Organizations have
standard ways of responding to severe budgetary pressures. In institutions of higher education,
these responses include increasing class sizes, reducing staff, and cutting salaries. UNI has taken
such steps and will probably do so again. Unfortunately, though their effects may not be readily
apparent, these actions are harmful to the institution's well-being and performance. Moreover,
the obviousness and relative ease of implementing such actions can inhibit the university from
seeking out alternative courses of action that are less harmful but of comparable budgetary impact. One such alternative, of clear relevance in UNI's situation, involves faculty workload.
Faculty are the heart of any university. Since they are also a major source of costs, it is to
be expected that budgetary crises will inspire efforts to reduce faculty-related costs. UNI's faculty will experience salary and benefit cuts as part of the current budget crisis. While it is appropriate that all elements of the university "share the pain," cost-reduction measures should,
whenever possible, focus on the least important of the university's cost-generating activities.
Across-the-board cuts to faculty salaries and benefits do not do this; rather than strategically targeting unneeded activities, they indiscriminately tax individuals. Consequently, whenever possible, such cuts should be supplanted by actions that identify less valuable activities and spare
those that are essential.
The activities of faculty have traditionally been categorized as teaching, research, and
service. Though it is prominent in the workloads of some UNI faculty, service accounts for only
10% of the expected contribution for most. Consequently it will be largely absent from the discussion and proposals that follow. Teaching, on the other hand, comprises 50% of the normal
faculty workload. In addition to generating tuition revenue for the university, teaching prepares
our students to be productive members of their society, and it perpetuates the culture that is the
essence of that society. Faculty are being productive when they do a great job teaching their students. Of course, they are being more productive if they teach appropriate numbers of students.
So one proper target of cost reduction efforts is the elimination of under-sized classes, classes
that lack pedagogical or other justifications for serving only a few students. Academic programs
that consistently generate such inefficiencies should also be eliminated. To date, UNI administrators have made only token efforts toward this end.
Research, the other major component of a normal faculty workload at UNI, is the central
focus of the present initiative. Faculty research and other scholarly activities have a special status in institutions of higher education. These activities are the source of individual and institutional prestige, and of faculty rewards and mobility. As a result of this exalted status, faculty research has become something of a "sacred cow" in higher education, an endeavor whose value is
accepted without question. Certainly much research, especially in the physical and biological
sciences, has generated enormous societal benefits. Riding the coattails of these highly valuable
efforts, a huge amount of academic research in other fields has been supported by society, even
though its value- practical or otherwise-is far from apparent. Going along with the glorifica-

tion of academic research is universal acceptance of publication as the standard of merit: It is
assumed that if research is published, it must be both qualitatively good and in some way significant.
That, of course, is academia's official narrative. Though accepted without question by
most, some faculty are not convinced that it is true. Some of us believe that a lot of research is
conducted merely to generate publications, and that much published research has no identifiable
value, practical, cultural, or otherwise. And yet at UNI, as at more research-oriented institutions,
faculty are urged to conduct and publish their research, irrespective of its actual or potential value to society.
If UNI's scarce financial resources are to be allocated more effectively, so teaching and
other valuable activities are protected while not-so-valuable endeavors are cut back, we must call
into question the value of faculty research. Arguably, doing so will reveal that a lot of research
being done at UNI is not worth doing. In many cases, individual faculty know this and only engage in research because it is required for them to achieve certain rewards.
Thus, the UNI Faculty Senate is asking faculty and administrators to reevaluate the standard workload for tenured faculty at UNI, with the intent of reducing the production of unneeded
research, thereby making more faculty time available for teaching and significant service activities. In addition to a general and department-by-department assessment of faculty research, an
evaluation should be conducted on a person-by-person basis to determine, in each case, if the
volume and significance of research outputs justify the allocation of 40% of that faculty member's professional efforts. In cases where it is determined that a faculty member's research efforts aren't justified, tenured faculty should be encouraged and assisted in finding more productive ways of using their time. As a default, they should be encouraged to teach an extra course
each semester. Formal expectations regarding their research productivity should, of course, be
reduced. Faculty who revise their workloads in this way should be assured that these revisions
enhance, rather than diminish, their value to the university. Workload revisions should not harm
a faculty member's eligibility for promotions, merit increases, and other faculty recognitions and
rewards. Increased instructional capacity generated by this action should be used to reduce class
sizes and the hiring of non-tenured instructors. Financial savings should be used to offset
planned reductions in faculty salaries and benefits.
These short-term actions notwithstanding, we must also change UNI's culture, including
its reward and recognition practices, to effect a more appropriate valuation of teaching, research,
and service, and to insure that research is encouraged and rewarded only insofar as it produces
valuable outputs. UNI's culture and practices should not impose the research-centric, one-sizefits-all model of faculty performance found at research institutions. To this end, we are asking
the Provost to establish a committee to address the larger issues of faculty workload and performance with the intent of developing proposals which will insure that the time and talents of
UNI's faculty are used to the most beneficial effect.
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COlA

The Coalition on
Intercollegiate Athletics

An alliance of faculty senates working for intercollegiate sports reform

About the Coalition ·
The Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics (COlA) is an alliance of Division lA university faculty senates -that provides a faculty voice in the
national debate over the future of college sports. Our long range goal is to preserve and enhance the positive contributions athletics can make to
academic life by addressing longstanding problems in college sports that undermine those contributions. Formed in 2002, the COlA is
independent of any other organization, has no budget, and receives no outside funding. The COlA currently has ~1 facg)!Y_.~_Q_~.\~ m£m.I: >_ef_l;, and
we warmly welcome additional members from all Division lA schools.
The COlA was established and continues to be run on the basis of the governing principles of consensus decision making, transparency in all
activities, and on-going communication with our member senates (see the COlA's charter). The COlA's leadership consists of three volunteer
f..().::..CJH.lir.~ and an active national ~~erjt]g_Q>_~tnJ.t.!.C;;.!;_ nominated by faculty leaders of schools in their conference. The COlA works collaboratively
with many external groups including the l::J_('_6& t~e A~.Q£~ion o( Governing Bodi~_l~<;".@), th<e..Kl!ighL<dJ.!!!!.nission, tll~U:\.!}19ric_!1_1_6li~oci!!ti9Jl
of University Professors (AAUP), the National Athletic Academic Advisors Association (N4A), the Division II\ Faculty Athletics
Representatives, the Division lA Athletic Directors Association, the Faculty Athletics Representatives Association (FARA), the College Sports
Project and others to promote serious and comprehensive reform of intercollegiate sports.
The COlA's founding goals are set forth in detail in our 2003 Framework for Intercollegiate Athletics Reform. Although the Framework
continues to be the overall statement of our objectives, the COlA's positions have been refmed and updated in a series of publicly available policy
papers and reports dealing with athletics governance, admissions and scholarship issues, and the protection of academic integrity in college sports
programs.
In early 2004, the COlA leaders, in consultation with the leadership of the national Facultv Athletics Representatives Association, drafted
Campus Athletics Governance the Faculty Role: Principles, Proposed Rules, and Guidelines. After a process of discussion and amendment,
the Governance paper was adopted in April 2004 as a Coalition policy recommendation for all Division IA institutions.
The COlA membership met twice in 2005 . The frrst meeting was at Vanderbilt University in January 2005 to discuss the relationship between
athletics and academics. The outcome of that meeting was the policy paper, Academic lntcgritv in Intercollegiate Athletics: Principles,
Proposed Rules, and Guidelines, adopted by vote of the COlA membership in April 2005. Initial drafts of this document were developed in
consultation with members of the leaderships of the National Association of Academic Advisors lor Athletes and the Drake Group. Although
neither group endorses all proposals in the Academic Integrity paper, we have benefited greatly from their contributions. Several key
recommendations from the Academic Integrity paper have been presented to the NCAA for adoption as NCAA by-laws and these are currently
being discussed by the NCAA rules committee.
The COlA members gathered again in December 2005 at Washington State University to discuss the on-going work of the NCAA Presidential
Task Force on the Future of Division lA Athletics. In response to a request by the Presidential Task Force, meeting participants drafted 8 brief
reports, including recommendations, on specific Task Force topics. Topics covered included fiscal responsibility, presidential leadership,
over-commercialization, the nature of the collegiate model, integration of athletics into campus life, and admissions and diversity. The initial
drafts of the reports were endorsed by the conference participants. The fmal version, A Report to the NCAA Presidential Task Force, was
approved by the COlA Steering Conunittee and submitted to the NCAA in late December 2005 .
The COlA's 2006 efforts centered on working closely with the NCAA on a wide range of issues including the review of early drafts of their
Presidential Task Force report . The COlA released a public statement in support of the Presidential Task" Fo•·ce report (PTF Executive
Sununary and PTF complete report). We also issued a repot·t to the NCAA working group reviewing initial eligibility trends as well as a
statement on academic data collection in response to recent cases of suspected academic fraud by faculty.
In 2007 the COlA issued a white paper, Framing the Future: Reforming Intercollegiate Athletics, that elucidated a comprehensive set of
reforms to remedy the current problems facing intercollegiate athletics. We also held our national meeting at Stanford in May 2007. In 2007 we
assisted with the Knight Commission to organize a live, web cast forum in October 2007 that explored the myths of intercollegiate athletics held
by faculty . We also also helped the N4A in their efforts to develop a national educational program to institutions across the country on the
NCAA's Academic Progress Rate and Graduation Success Rate measures.
Our efforts in 2009 have included working close ly with the NCAA, DIA conferences and local institutions to adopt the proposals in COlA's
Framing the Future paper. We are also currently working on a national rating system to assess the athletic integration of academic goals and
values at DIA institutions. Our annual national meeting was held at the University of Arizona on March 6-8, 2009. Our next annual meeting will
be held at San Diego State on January 22-24, 2010. For information regarding the San Diego meeting or COIA in general, please contact the
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The Coalition on
Intercollegiate Athletics

COlA

An alliance of faculty senates working for intercollegiate sports reform

COlA Membership Info
The COlA is an alliance of Division lA faculty senates focusing on intercollegiate sports reform. The COlA was formed in 2002 to link
representative faculty governance on many campuses and articulate a cohesive faculty voice on athletics reform at the national level. To date, 57
of the 115 Division lA faculty senates have joined the COlA (see ~Q.!lL£!!!Ient__nJ£!:n.Q.\?L,>_hir.J[g). We have partnered with the NCAA, the
Association of Governing Bodies (AGB), the Knight Commission, the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), the National
A\.h~!£~ __6£.~Q.emi<e_A_ji.Y._i~Q!:LAS~pci~!lQ_~6.)> thc_RLYi~i.Q.!UA..E!!.£.\-!\!Y _ A ti)J~j~-~.£2!:~~-ntatiy~-~. !b_c Fa~.lli_ty _A.\bM&~!.~.IJ!..a!i.Y~
Association (FARAJ, the College Sports Project and other national groups in searching for ways to address problems in intercollegiate athletics
and help college sports achieve their full potential as educational enhancements for athletes and campuses.
We are an ad hoc group and operate without staff or budget. Our direction is determined by our member senates, and we warmly welcome
any Division lA senate that votes to join the COlA on the basis of a general agreement with the principles laid out in our 7 policy papers and
reports adopted over the past five years. These are:
1) The COlA Charter (2003);
2) Framework for lntcr·collegiate Athletics Reform (2003);
3) Campus Athletics Governance the Faculty Role: Principles, Proposed Rules, and Guidelines (200~);
4) Academic Integritv in Intercollegiate Athletics: Principles, Proposed Rules, and Guidelines (2005);
5) A Report to the NCAA Presidential Task Force (2005);
6) A Report to the NCAA Working Group to review initial eligibility trends (2006); and,
7) Framing the Future: Reforming Intercollegiate Athletics (2007).
There are no obligations to membership in the COlA; there are no dues, and participation in our annual meetings is completely voluntary. The
internal processes and procedures we use are set for in our by-laws. We encourage and hope for active participation from all our members. We
do not require lockstep agreement- indeed no single member senate agrees with every one of the many proposals and best practice standards the
Coalition membership has adopted. We work through flexible consensus, guided by values and principles as set forth in our policy papers and
reports.
Member senates appoint a COlA representative to be a liason between the COlA and the faculty senate. This may or may not be the current
senate president/chair. The institutional COlA representative receives all COlA communications and is strongly encouraged to participate in our
on-line discussions and annual meetings. If the COlA representative is not the current faculty senate president/chair, the latter also receives all
COlA information and is welcome to participate in all COlA discussions.
For additional information, please feel free to contact our current co-chairs, Professor Carole Browne (Wake Forest) and Professor Nathan
Tublitz (Oregon).
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10 REASONS WHY YOUR FACULTY SENATE SHOULD JOIN THE
COALITION ON INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS (COlA)
1) We are a national, grass roots faculty governance organization whose goal is to promote
comprehensive reform of intercollegiate sports. The COlA emerged in 2002 out of discussions
between PAC-10 and Big Ten Senate Presidents.
2} Our membership consists of Division lA campus faculty governance bodies (i.e., faculty senates or
equivalent), not individual faculty. The COlA is the only national organization of campus faculty
governance bodies on any issue. Our current membership includes faculty senates from 56 out
of 114 Division lA institutions with faculty senates.
3} There are no obligations to membership, though we hope for active participation . The COlA has no
dues, and participation in our annual meetings is completely voluntary.
4} We work through flexible consensus, guided by the values and principles articulated in our .P.QJ.ky
~·

We generally present our recommendations as best practices that campuses can use to

guide their local athletic governance.
5) A hallmark of the COlA is that we are respectful of our institutional differences and embrace our
differences as strength rather than a weakness. We do not require lockstep agreement - it is
likely that no single member senate agrees with every one of the many proposals and best
practice standards the COlA membership has adopted.
6} Our internal governance structure is informal. The two co-chairs and our 15 member national steering
committee work together as a group to provide direction for the COlA on a day-to-day basis.
Papers, major issues and policies are discussed and decided by the entire membership.
7) An important COlA work product has been our papers and reports on intercollegiate sports reform .
These have demonstrated our commitment to sports reform issues and have generated broad
interest at the local, conference and national levels.
8) Our most recent paper, "Framing the Future: Reforming Intercollegiate Athletics" adopted by the
general COlA membership in June 2007, lays out a comprehensive reform agenda and proposes
28 specific reforms aimed at the local, conference and/or national levels.
9} We have developed strong working ties with the NCAA, the Knight Commission, the Division 1A
Faculty Athletics Representatives and many other national groups involved in intercollegiate
sports. We are currently working closely with the NCAA to put forward several proposals from

Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics
C/0 Carole Browne, Biology Department, PO Box 7325, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem,
North Carolina 27109

the "Framing the Future" White Paper for adoption by the NCAA through its legislative and/or
certification processes.
10) Our 2009 efforts include holding a national meeting of our membership at the University of Arizona
(March 2009) and working with the Curley Center for Sports Journalism at Penn State University
to develop a national survey instrument that will assess and compare the integration of athletics
into the academic goals and mission of NCAA FBS schools.
For additional details about joining the COlA, please see our website and/or contact our current cochairs.
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